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Banks snatch Somero block
• By Andy Newman

Tenants in Roy and Linda Somero's 24
Portland apartment buildings fought valiantly
to keep local banks from foreclosing on their
landlords, whom they said were hands-on
and dependable managers. The banks were
unswayed, though, and on March 25 a judge
ruled that Fleet Bank of Maine and Peoples
Heritage Bank could begin foreclosure proceedings on the buildings.

GREATER PORTLAND'S JOURNAL OF NEWS & CULTURE

--

But the tenants have not stopped fighting .
Together with the Parkside Neighborhood Association, they are demanding that the banks manage the apartments responsibly, and that when
they sell them, they find a buyer who shares the
Someros' commitment to the neighborhood.
And as new buyers start eyeing the properties,
the Someros say that they may line up financial
backing to buy back the buildings themselves.

MARCH 28, 1991

Continued on page 3
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The Big Deal

CY1RTISANS

Free 2nd set of 4" prints pJus
Free film every day of the" week!

DEMONSTRATIONS

Fil1e Halldcrnfts

v= ,..
CRAfT

EVERY SATURDAY
I P.M.
4~

March 30

Two convenient locations:
30 Cit\' Cellfer. Portland • 772-7296
7l US-Route I. Scarborough • 883-7363

MAKE A

CHILD

HAPPY

All New 1991
Kora Temple 38th Annual

SHRINE cmcus
7 FUN-FILLED SHOWS!!!

:.:......

t'·IIM~~d~yl~Ulut\ CUMBERLAND COUNTY' CIVIC CENTER
:: Wednesday E
Portland, Maine
§ April 15, 16, 17 ~"I"II"IIIIII"IIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIUIIiI II

=

::

§
::

(School Vacation)::

Monday. April 15

::

10 A.M:. 2 P.M. &7 P.M.

::

\~~~y.1~tl~·::

= Wednesday, April 17
="1111 2 P.M. & 7 P.M.
';.,

=

=

• General Adrrission Only
~
UUllllnlllllllln\.~

Reserved Seats: $7.00

General Admission: $5.00 Adult &
$2.50 Children (un.~er 12)

lickets On Sale Monday, April 1st at the CIVIC Center and licketron.
Charge By Phone with MCNISA, call 207-775-3458.
For more information, call 207-775-3458
..
Proceeds arolor benefit IX Kom To""'o. Paymems aro not

deduatll

0

as

chariable contributlOl1S

.

g€t:!€B~I€QJMf1g.~,qQ~Qf!.9..Qe!€s,
Monday - Friday 8-6 • Saturday 10 - ~
Market Street
to the
Old
Portland· 774-4455

NEW ENGLAND
CRAFTERS
of Freeport, Maine
invites you to visit their new store in the

DANSK OUTLET MALL in Kittery, Maine
Distinctive Crafts by New England Artisans...
Public spaces still available to crafters. Call 439-4426 for details.

HANDMADE PAPER

A revI_ of the top n_s stories affecting
Gre.ter Portl . .d: March 19 through 26,1991.

Pictures bring it home.

Ex-Hu Shang
owner denies
bribing IRS agent
Kenneth C. Ng, former
owner of Portland's Hu
Shang restaurant, pleaded
innocent in U.S. District
Court on March 16 to charges
he promised money to an
Internal Revenue Service
agent. Ng, who now lives in
Lynn, Mass., was arrested in
Portland Friday after a grand
jury returned a two-count
indictment against him that
alleges he tried to bribe agent
Robert Libby. Ng promised
milney to Libby if the agent
would limit the advertising
for a sale of some of Ng's
seized property, acrording to
the U.S. attorney's office.
Ng's property adjacent to
Hu Shang was seized by the
IRS because he owes an
undisclosed amount of taxes,
according to the U.S.
attorney's office. Ng, who
faces up to 15 years in prison
and fines of up to $~,OOO if
convicted, is charged with
discussing the bribe several
times between November
1990 and January 1991,
according to First Assistant
U.S. Attorney John S.
Gleason.
Ng, the elder of two
brothers who opened Hu
Shang in 1979, enjoyed a
successful career as a restaurateur until 1986, when he
pleaded guilty to what
prosecutors called the "m?st
massive criminal tax evasIOn
scheme" in Maine's history.
Daniel Porter, a Maine
spokesman for the IRS, said
the law prohibits him from
revealing how much the IRS
claims Ng owes them.
Ng's brother and former
partner, Henry Ng, pleaded
guilty to paying workers
"under the table." Because he
cooperated with the government, Henry Ng was sentenced to six months in
prison for tax evasion.
Last June, Ng's citizenship
was revoked on the grounds
that he had become a naturalized citizen by illegal means.
Ng is expected to go to trial
on the attempted bribery
charges within six months.

Investors sue
Verrill & Dana
A group of high-profile
Maine investors is suing the
Portland law firm of Verrill &
Dana, alleging the firm gave
"wrong" legal advice roncerning a Portland waterfront
development project.

The group, Fisherman's
Wharf Associates II, had
hoped to build a $21 million
office complex but said
advice given by Verrill &
Dana's Robert Patterson on
the impact of a marine-only
zoning referendum was
inrorrect and rost the investors the project. The group is
suing Verrill & Dana for $10
million, claiming breach of
rontract, professional
negligence, professional
malpractice and negligent
misrepresentation.
The partners in
Fisherman's Wharf II include
developers Michael Liberty
and David Cope; brokers
John, Richard and Roger
Gendron; Richard and David
Cook of Allied Construction
Inc.; and Gordon Hurtubise
of Waste Management Inc.
In the lawsuit, filed in
Cumberland County Superior
Court on March 21, the
investors allege that
Patterson issued an opinion
before May 1987 that the city
of Portland would treat
Fisherman's Wharf's proposed project under the then
existing city ordinance that
would have allowed the
68,DOO-square-foot office and
retail complex.
Based on that opinion, the
investor group bought the
property on Portland's
Central Wharf pier only to
see the project go down to
defeat when residents voted
in favor of a marine-only
ordinance in May of 1987, the
suit says. In June of that year,
the city denied Fisherman's
Wharf II a building permit.
The denial has been upheld
in Cumberland County
Superior Court and the
Maine Supreme Court.
Roger Putnam, a senior
partner at Verrill & Dana,
declined to comment on the
lawsuit. He said the Bangor
law firm of Vafiadef,
Brountas and Kominsky
would be representing Verrill
& Dana. Lewis Vafiadef said
he rould not comment on the
suit until he had "had a
chance to review it in greater
detail."
The suit also alleges that
Verrill & Dana did not
disclose a potential client
conflict. Fisherman's Wharf II
purchased the property f~m
Fisherman's Wharf I, which
included Oxford banker
Robert Babre, who was
represented at the time by
Verrill & Dana.

• Continued on page 4
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18 Exc!lange Street
Portland, ME
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John Menarlo addresses the Somero Tenants Association.

BANKS SNATCH BUILDINGS
Continued from front page
On the evening of Wednesday, March 20, about 80 tenants
gathered at Sacred Heart Church in Portland's Parkside Neighborhood. It was the first meeting of the fledgling Somero Tenants
Association. It formed less than a week before, after tenants
learned that local banks were planning to foreclose on 24 buildings
owned by Linda and Roy Somero, the subjects of CAsco Bay
Weekly's March 24 rover story.
Three bankers also attended the meeting: John Menario, executive vice-president and chief operating officer of Peoples
Heritage Bank; Jeffrey Nathanson and Jerry Jones of Maine Credit
Holdings Inc., which has a rontract with the FDIC to work out
troubled loans - either through foreclosure or refinancing - that
Fleet Bank of Maine inherited when it acquired Maine Savings
Bank from the FDIC two months ago.
Tenant Peter Winchester presented the bankers with copies of
a petition gathered the week before. There were 165 Signatures on
the peti tion, which urged the bankers "to accept a refinancing plan
by the Someros" and prevent their buildings from being "dumped
into the hands" of an "uncaring and unresponsive management
company."
Tenants said they respected the Someros, who evicted drug
dealers, prostitutes and other "undesirables" from theirapartments.
Tenants also praised how qUickly Roy Somero responded to calls
for service. "To me," one of the speakers concluded, "they're the
kind of people you want as neighbors as well as landlords."
When all the tenants had spoken, Menario said, ''This is the first
time I've ever seen a group of tenants rally around a landlord. That
is not a statement that will go unrerognized by us."
The tenants asked the bankers what they would do about
managing the buildings if they foreclosed on them.
"We're not very good at managing property," Menario responded. "Quite honestly, we don't know an awful lot about it.
We'd rather lend money than manage property."

Foreclosure goes forward
But by mid-morning on Monday, March 25, those buildings
were headed back to the banks.
Tenants and neighbors sat by as Linda and Roy Somero appeared in U.S. Bankruptcy Court, where both banks were given
final approval from Bankruptcy Judge James A. Goodman to
begin foreclosure actions on the buildings.
Linda sat very still and stared forward while Roy - who still
wore a paint-splattered beeper attached to his belt - looked
around uneasily. The tenants had prepared a statement requesting
the judge to reconsider the Someros' reorganization plan. Bu t Fleet
Bank attorney Alex Auti objected on the grounds that what the
tenants had to say was not "relevant," and Judge Goodman
agreed.
Auti told Goodman thatthe bank would not accept the Someros'
refinancing plan. That left Jack Manheimer, attorney for the
Someros, with little to do. Under the Chapter 11 bankruptcy laws,
a debtor's reorganization plan must be approved as "feasible" by
credi tors who acrountfor at least two-thirds of the total debt. Since
Maine Savings -and now F1eet- holds more than two-thirds of
the Someros' total debt, any last minute hope for the plan was
killed when Auti rejected it.

CBW / Tonee Harbert

Now the Someros will ronvert from Chapter 11 reorganization
to Chapter 7 bankruptcy. Their assets will be turned over to a
federal trustee and divided among their creditors. They will lose
their buildings, the condo where they live and their automobiles.
After the ruling, the Someros and their supporters filed quietly
out of the courtroom. In the hallway, Linda Somero began to cry.
'1t's over now," she said.
Anne Pringle, a Portland city councilor who represents the
Parkside area, was at Linda Somero's side. "You people are going
to be missed around here," Pringle said. "I'm sorry this had to
happen."
Pringle then remarked to Roy Somero that she had seen him
working on a building only the day before. "We wanted to do it
right up until the end," Roy Somero said. "We thought that was
our responsibility."

Buildings' fate in limbo
The Someros have returned security deposits to their tenants,
emptied out their office and given up the keys to their buildings.
Maine Credit Holdings Vice-President Roy J. Lever said that
"the properties will probably go to foreclosure auction, because
that's the way the process works." In the meantime, Lever has
hired Coastal Management Company of Falmouth to manage
Fleet's 130.apartments.
Michael Kucsma, a business professor at University of Southern Maine, said that selling 24 buildings will "decrease the value
of buildings throughout the area."
'1t goes back to supply and demand," Kucsma said. "All of a
sudden the market is infused with 212 rental uni ts. That naturally
draws the value of similar apartment units down."
Asked what criteria he thinks the banks will use for the next
owner of the buildings,Manheimersaid the properties will simply
go to "the highest bidder."
Does that mean the properties may end up again in the hands
of absentee, neglectful landlords?
"I'm very worried," said Keri Lord, president of the Parkside
Neighborhood ASSOciation. "But I hope the banks want to do the
right thing because they have enough bad PR right now. If the right
thing isn't done and the whole circuit of absentee landlords starts
again and we see neglect and mismanagement, we're going to start
climbing down people's throats."
Pringle said the city is developing a program that would offer
low-interest loans to buyers who promise to provide quality, lowand moderate-inrome housing on the Portland peninsula. Pringle
said the city is working with the Maine State Housing Authority'
and may secure federal funding for the program, which she
stressed is still in the preliminary stages. "l'd like to keep my foot
on the gas pedal," said Pringle. "I'm working to not have the
quality of the Someros' presence lost."
But the Someros may still get their hands back on the buildings
themselves. Linda said the couple was recently rontacted by a
New York investor who may give the rouple an equi ty posi tion to
manage the buildings.
"We're back at square one," said Rep. Herb Adams, a Parkside
resident. "My hope is that now out of the ruins we can build a
chance of home ownership and residentlandlords. We need itnow
more than ever."
Andy Newman rented his first Portland apartment in the Parkside
neighborhood - from a landlord who lived in Florida.

tJARDING~ BOOK ~HO~

538 Congress Sire.'
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Single ilems or large collecttons wanted

BROWSERS AlWAYS WElCOUE
10 om 10 5:30 pm Mon.-Sol.

1-800-228-1398
761-2150

538 Congress st.

646-8785
Roul. I, Wall.

Your Old Port
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TENNISWEAR
FOR MEN &
WOMEN AT

1 ()()% Pima Cotton

Pinpoint Oxford Shirts

40-50% OFF

RETAIL!
THE place to buy
high-quality affordable
tenniswear in Greater
Portland - FILA
FACTORY OUTLET.

compae at $48

AH. BENOIT & CO.
188 Middle st. -In the Old Port.
Port1and. Maine

-,..1 ..,.a
1 A

Factory Outlet • Freeport Fashion Mall
2 Depot Street, Freeport • 865·0462

RICHARD ~ PARKS ~ GALLERY

Maine's Largest Collection of Classic & Contemporary Fumiture
Special Soji Screen

72'h x 54'w.

•

;

n II

black or natural.
Regularly $149 . •

j:

I

Unbelievably
priced at $89.

tat

Special Purchase from Cochran
Regular price $995.

Unbelievably priced at $495.
POlITLAND
288 Fore Street
77+1322

BANGOR
•

170 Park Street
942-6880

major credit cards • In ••tore financing

ELLSWOR1'H
•

High Street
667.3615

• free parking

RICHARD •PARKS •GALLERY

LOOKIN' FOR LOVE?
Casco Bay Weekly has a new service available
called PERSONAL CALLQI). It's easy as leaving
a message on a friend's answering machine.
When you place a personal ad in Casco
Bay Weekly ask for your own personal
call number, leave your outgOing
message (at no charge) and then
see what happens! It's a fun way
to meet people who want
to meet you.
For details see page 33
or call 775-6601.

• Continued from page 2

Medcu dlredor
resigns, cites
"serious problems"
Portland Medcu Director
Fred Hurtado, who resigned
on March 14 after just five
weeks on the job, said
Portland's emergency
medical service is "ripe with
serious problems" that put
Portlanders in danger.
Hurtado said some of the
problems within the division
of 27 paramedics include lack
of training for supervisory
workers; insufficient records
of emergency services;
communication problems
within the division; inefficiencies within the division
that cost $50,000 to $100,000
annually; and widespread
noncompliance with defined
policy and procedures.
"There is a serious accident
waiting to happen there,"
said Hurtado, "either to the
public from poor services or
in the form of liability against
the city."
Hurtado said he was
forced out "personall y" by
Portland Fire Chief Carleton
Winslow when he tried to put
a formal command structure
into place and increase
efficiency.
'The circumstances
surrounding Fred Hurtado's
resignation had absolutely
nothing to do with the
allegations he has brought
against Medcu," Winslow
said.
Winslow, who has served
as Portland fire chief for two
years, said Hurtado's allegations of problems within
Medcu are "completely
untrue."
'There are some standard
operating procedures that
need to be tightened up,"
Winslow said, "but as far as
the performance of our 27
paramediCS is concerned, it's
excellent."
Winslow said that he and
Portland's four fire lieutenants will lead the Medcu
service until a replacement
can be found. ''We are going
to go more slowly in picking
a new Medcu director this
time around," he said.
Hurtado, who came to
Portland after 18 years with
the Los Angeles Fire Department, said he planned to stay
in Maine. He had replaced
Robert G. Devlin, who quit
last June after three years as
Medcu director to return to
school, Winslow said.

Parking offenders
offered amnesty
Portland parking offenders will be given the chance
to pay old parking ticket
debts at half their cost, the
Portland City Council ruled
March 18.
Assistant City Manager
Mark Green said people with

outstanding parking tickets
issued before Jan. 1 will have
to pay only half of their fines
during an April 1-12 amnesty
period.
"We're excited about this,"
Green said. ''We wanted to
give people a break and
improve the image of parking
in downtown Portland, and
to get the old tickets off the
books."
Green said the city will
mail 4,000 notices to people
who have five or more
outstanding parking tickets.
Parking offenders may mail
their reduced fine back to the
city "hassle free," he said.
Outstanding parking
violations owed to the city
total $4.2 million, Green said .•

Banks take over
Ruotolo project
The recession has dealt
Scarborough developer
Gavin Ruotolo another blow:
a portion of Ruotolo's Sable
Oaks development project
has been taken over by banks.
''We took over title to the
property in lieu of foreclosure," said George Russell,
director of public relations for
State Street Bank of Boston.
Russell said he didn't
remember the name of the
other bank involved.
Russell said on March 19
that Ruotolo owes State Street
Bank $7.3 million. He said the
property turned over to the
bank included the Sable Oaks
Country Club, the South
Portland Marriott and other
property set aside for future
development.
The project, which would
have cost between $150
million and $200 million if all
phases had been completed,
was proposed in May 1985.
At the time, Ruotolo estimated it would take about 10
years to complete.
In January, 69 condominium units in Ruotolo's
Saco Island development
were auctioned after Maine
Savings Bank foreclosed on
the units. In February, the
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp. foreclosed on much of
the rest of the Saco Island
Property. And on April 9,
there will be an auction on
Jordan Place, a 45-unit
apartment building remodeled by Ruotolo. Peoples
Heritage Bank foreclosed on
that property.

Gas station
decides against
60-foot lobsters
C.N. Brown Co., the
owners of the Gateway gas
station on the comer of Forest
and Park avenues, announced March 25 that there
will be neither 6O-foot-high,
pedestaled lobsters with
antennae reaching skyward,
nor Pegasus, the winged
Mobil horse, perched on the
roof of their building.
The company has decided
to tum the plain, concrete
block building into a Big
Apple convenience store
instead of one of 160 designs
that were submitted in last
year's nationally publicized

competition.
eN. Brown operations
manager Charles Sheehan
said the company decided
against the new designs
because of cost, time and the
lack of an appropriate design.
The competition's organizer, the Portland architectural firm of Stevens, Morton,
Rose &: Thompson, expressed
regret at C.N. Brown's
decision. '1'm disappointed
we won't be seeing a land·
mark gas station on Forest
Avenue," said Theo Holtwijk,
a landscape architect with the
firm. "On the other hand,
C.N. Brown has stirred up a
lot of interest in landmark gas
station design and maybe one
of those designs will become
a reality somewhere else."

dhurries

PATHS
ONE SOURCE

Lovely handwoven woolen
flatweaves from India. A lot of
look ... for little money. A large
inventory of six different value lines,
and siz~s from 2x3 to 12x 18
available. Maine's most complete
and varied selection ... from pale but
interesting to bold and beautiful.

Celebrate the Season of Regeneration

..

..

..

"The Maine Source of
Oriental Rugs© ...
since
~ t /1974."

..

EASTER SUNDAY

,r

SUNRISE MEDITATIONFrom darkness into light
Call for details
WORSHIP SERVICE - lOam
Birth and Rebirth, the beginning of new life
/

t'.

}
"-

v

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs

302 Stevens Avenue, Portland, ME 04103
(207) 772-8277
Worship: lOam Sunday
Childcare Available
Celebrating the Life of the Spirit in
Worship, the Arts, and Community Service

45 Middle Rd .• Rl.9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
Oul of Town 1-800-660-RUGS
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat.
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When
was the last time
you had a REAL
Charbroiled Chicken
Sandwich?

Compromised
reached on bridge

• continued on page 6

..

Many Pastas, One Sauce
Join us at 6 pm for Communion and Supper

CBITO launches
ferry rate Increase

Maine Department of
Transportation and state and
federal environmental
officials appear to have
reached a tentative agreement on the design of a new
bridge between Portland and
South Portland.
The groups and the city of
South Portland have been at
Odds over the exact route of
the bridge for the past several
months, which threatened to
push the scheduled completion date of the bridge up to
1994.
The new plan would
entirely avoid the KnightviUe
and Mill Creek areas of South
Portland and the saltwater
marsh along the Fore River.
The bridge would span the
mud flats and connect with
Broadway. Previous plans by
MOOT and the state Department of Environmental
Protection had the replacement for the Million Dollar
Bridge cutting through
residential and business areas
or posing a threat to environmental areas.
'1t's not our first choice,
but it does accomplish our
public policy goals of sparing
the Knightville and Mill
Creek areas," said Jerre
Bryant, South Portland city
manager. "We are still
concerned that the price is

..

MAUNDY THURSDAY

Discover...

The Casco Bay Island
Transit District will raise
ferry rates between 8 and 28
percent for all island commuters and 33 percent for
cars this summer.
Rates for commuters
traveling to Peaks Island will
go up 14 percent, from $3.50
to $4.00 for a round-trip
ticket; and Cliff Island rates
will increase 13 percent, from
$6.65 to $7.50 for a round-trip
ticket. The rate increase is
expected to help cover a
$90,000 shortfall facing the
ferry line.
Patrick Christian, general
manager of the Casco Bay
Island Transit District, said
the rate increase is expected
to generate an estimated
$84,000 in revenues.

•

Raft's Real Chicken Sandwishes: served
three exciting ways - marinated, then
charbroiled; lightly breaded and baked; or
fresh roasted. Raft's. The delicious and
healthy alternative to fast food.

---------------------

I
I
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I
I
I
I Offer expi",
I 4/14/91

$1 00 OFF

I

Af'NRAFF'S REAl CHICKEN SANDWICH WHEN PUR·
CHASED WITH RAFF'S HAND·CUT FRENCH FRIES.

THE
Your CItoI..,

KING
QUEEN
5.5.

II
I
I
I

CBW
Not valid with

any other off.,

I

II
I
I

:__ 285 Forest
RealAvenue
Food.
Fresh {!J Fast.
• Shop'n Save Plaza • Portland, ME __ I

ECONO

$149.95

==~~

HEBEDWORK
299 FOREST AVENUE
773-5762
(Formerly at Comer Brook Mall)

6
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• Continued from page 5

getting too high."
State Transportation
Commissioner Dana Conners
said the new compromise
plan could tack on an
additional $8 to $10 million to
the cost of building the $162
million bridge.

USM chooses prez

HARRISON

FORD

PRESUMED

INNOCENT

Richard L. Pattenaude has
been named the new president of the University of
Southern Maine. Pattenaude
will replace Patricia Plante,
who resigned to pursue a
career in writing and consulting. Pattenaude is vicepresident for academic affairs
at Central Connecticut State
College in New Britain,
Conn. He will step in as
president of USM on July 1.

Cops say LSD flyer
laced with
misinformation
Portland police sayan
anonymous one-page flier
containing false information
about LSD in Maine is
causing unnecessary panic
about the hallucinogenic
drug. The leaflet has surfaced
periodically over the past five
years in Portland, South
Portland and Windham.
The flier begins with "A
warning to parents and
teachers" and says that
children who take the LSD
described in the leaflet could
have a "fatal trip."
Portland Police Detective
George Connick said the LSD
referred to in the flier has not
been seen in Maine for about
10 years. He said police know
of no LSD poisoned with
strychnine, the focus of the
flyer.
The flier urges people to
"reprod uce this article and
distribute it within your
community and workplace.
Get the word out about this
danger to our children."

Andrews targets
NRA, supports gun
control
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Portland, Maine
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u.s. Rep. Tom Andrews of
Portland says he is beginning
a personal lobbying effort to
persuade members of
Congress to vote for a bill
that would require people to
wait seven days before
buying a gun.
During the waiting period,
law enforcement agencies
could check the backgrounds
of people buying handguns
to see if they have a criminal
record or mental problems.
Andrews said on March 20
that he had sent a letter to
every member of Congress
urging each to support the
Brady Bill, named for James
Brady, former President
Reagan's press secretary who
was paralyzed in an assassination attempt on Reagan 10
years ago.

"It's fulfilling a conviction
of mine that crime-control
legislation like this makes
sense and should be the law
of the land and that people in
office should not be intimidated by political forces such
as the (National Rifle Association) who've taken
extreme and nonsensical
positions," Andrews said.

Cargo service:
Portland's ship
comes In
A cargo ship carrying
containers of European goods
to Portland marked the
return of regular containercargo service after an absence
of more than 10 years. The
267-foot Yankee Clipper
arrived at the International
Marine Terminal at 10 a.m.
on March 21, delivering wire,
wine, nuts and bolts and
taking on lumber, paper and
apples bound for Europe.
The first visit by a HapagUoyd American Inc. ship
came five weeks after the
cargo line announced it
would drop Portsmouth,
N.H., and add Portland to its
container feeder service.
John Hudson, of Boston
Overseas Inc., the shipping
agent for the Yankee Clipper,
said the 28 filled containers
moved on March 21 is about
what he expected for the first
visit. He said he anticipates
that the number will grow in
the future.

Freeport man
receives summons
for fake lift-tickets
Police have served a
summons on a Freeport man
in connection with a counterfeit lift-ticket scheme at
Sugarloaf.
Carrabeeset Valley Police
Chief Ronald Moody said the
summons was issued this
week for David Campbell, 42,
following a month-long
investigation of the bogus
passes. Campbell owns a
printing business in Freeport.
Moody said the tickets
were high-quality adult
passes. '1t was almost
impossible to tell the difference between the counterfeit
and real pass," he said.
A person taking tickets
first noticed a potential
problem on Feb. 16, said
Sugarloaf security chief Tom
White. He said the tickettaker detected a slight
difference in the texture of
the paper.

Fish Exchange eyes
fish waste
The Portland Fish Exchange says a pilot fish-waste
processing program on
Portland's waterfront would
attract private fishing
industry to the area.
Terri Jordan, a member of
the Portland Fish Exchange
board of directors, said the
board voted to file an
application with the city for a
license to run a processing
program on a trial basis.
Currently, there are no
waste processing programs in

the Portland area. Jordan said
disposing of fish waste is an
added expense and thus a
disincentive for local fish
processors who have to ship
waste out of state or dump it
out at sea.
Historically Mainers have
made a stink about fish-waste
processing plants because of
their strong smell. But the
Fish Exchange is eyeing a
technique called acidhydrolysis which Jordan says
is odorless.
'1t's a non-threatening, norisk opportunity. There is no
offensive smell. This will be
contained inside the Fish
Exchange and nothing will be
released into the air," Jordan
said, adding that the waste is
processed into a liquid
protein and used for plant
fertilizer.
Jordan said the Portland
Fish Exchange could borrow
its equipment from a processing plant in Gloucester,
Mass., but cannot begin the
waste processing program
until it is approved by the
Portland City Council.

Spandex flap at
local track meet
runs amuck
The latest decision in a
flap over spandex undergarments at a girls high school
track meet has put South
Portland back in sole possession of its league championship, and caused members of
the rival Portland team to cry
foul.
The controversy arose
during the relay race in the
Feb. 9 meet at the Portland
Expo. Portland finished
second but was disqualified
when the referee said two of
its runners were wearing
dissimilar spandex garments
under their track shorts, a
violation of the rules.
When the meet results
were tallied, the points lost
because of the relay disqualification matched the exact
difference between first-place
Portland and second-place
South Portland.
When he complained
about the ruling, Portland
coach George Towle was told
he could appeal it later. On
March 6, the coaches of the
Southern Maine Ind~r Track
League viewed the videotape, agreed that the disqualification was groundless and
named Portland and South
Portland as co-champions.
But on March 20, the
Southern Maine Principals
Association considered the
issue and voted 11-0 to make
the disqualification stand,
overruling the coaches.
Biddeford High School
Principal Warren Galway, a
spokesman for the principals
association, said the principals had decided the officials'
decision on the day of the
meet was final and couldn't
be appealed.
'1t just doesn't seem fair,"
said Shannon Harriman, a
senior from Portland High
School. '1 mean, South
Portland deserved to be
champion, but so did we. 1

don't see why we can't both
have it"

Police chief
says bowhunt
misses target
Cape Elizabeth Police
Chief David Pickering has
declared his opposition to a
repeat of last year's expanded
bowhunt aimed at thinning
the deer herd in the town.
Only 23 deer - about onethird the number predicted
by organizers - were killed
during the two-month hunt
involving 109 archers chosen
by lottery from among 1,600
applicants.
Pickering said similar
results could be obtained with less hassle by having
landowners invite hunters
onto their property to shoot
deer. "I think we can accomplish the same thing and even
do better with less bureaucracy;' Pickering said.
The state and town
authorized last year's hunt
because of concern about the
high number of deer-related
traffic accidents and damage
to farmers' crops.
In a 14-page report to the
Town Council, Pickering said
hunters' chances were
reduced by a high number of
rainy days and an ample food
supply that meant deer did
not have to forage far to eat.
Reported I1y ETic Hannl:lius,
Rosalie MuUigan, Andy NtrD77lan
and the Associated PTesS.

weird news
"A 7-foot-long sqUid
caught three months ago in
the Gulf of Maine is believed
to be the largest of its species
ever caught and is destined
for a museum lab.
Crewmen aboard a
Rockland fishing boat
discovered the squid about
200 miles southeast of
Portland when a net load of
fish was dumped into a hold.
The dead squid weighs
135 pounds and has catlike
claws and organs like
flashlights on its arms that
enabled it to see in dark
waters more than 600 feet
below the surface.
"This is a good hefty
chunk of calamari," said
Christopher Martin, a
scientist at the National
Marine Fisheries Service
laboratory in Gloucester,
Mass., where the squid is
being preserved in a freezer.
Arrangements are being
made to ship the sea mollusk
to the Smithsonian Institution
in Washington, Martin said.
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conceive: whole wheat
pancakes and about a gallon
of real syrup. Heaven on
earth.

GET INTO ACTION, GET INTO fITNESS
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o
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ANABOLIC ACTlVATOR
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1 lb. 22.50
21b, 39,95
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Best dinner Joint:
Alberta's

J~~
883-7801
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~tness
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~
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.• _ _

Want to impress the boss?
Treat your parents? Fete your
friends? Heal the sick? Raise
the dead? Take 'em to
Alberta's. And w~le you're
at it, help yourself to

8pecloilyStore

Scarborough Market Place- 152 U.S. Rt. 1- South of K-Mart

PORTLAND

This year, fight the
AprillSth blues
• A competitive, high, federally tax-free return
• AAA rating from Standard & Poor
• Monthly, quarterly or semiannual interest payments
• Principal and interest payments fully insured*
CallA.G. Edwards today r return the coupon below. and we'll rush you a
prospectus, which includes more complete information about charges and
expenses. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.
• The tErmS of the IneunInce I n meAl JUly cte.cribed In the TnJlt pooepectuI; no repeeentadon tt made as to the Insu"er'a abIty to meet h
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slate or locaIta><eo. Lin.. """I or """I not be _ _.
"'Omot. . . trademlW!< of V., ~_Inc.

------ - ---- -- -------,
1Tust.
NameIncome
______________________________
___
______________________
City ________________ State _ _ Zip _____
Phone _______________________________
Best time to call ___________________________
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A.G. Edwards clients, please provide the name of your investment
broker:: _______________________________
Return to: kG. Edwards. 185 Middle St.. Dept. A. Portland, ME 04101
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BEST ART
Hoest painter:
David Cedrone
A good choice. If we were
to paint our apartment,
Cedrone is the first person
we'd call. But seriously,
Cedrone is proof that the art
scene in Portland is alive and
well- with some exceptions.

•.. and have DINNER afterwards!

Telegram, "Her work swings
from factual to facrual romantic and while she does not
always hit the mark in her
portraits of the working poor,
it is a difficult area." We
understand how important
hitting the mark can be, Mr,
Isaacson. That's one of the
reasons we hired him: he never
misses. How about you?

Detail from "Outdoor
Cafe" by David Cedrone,
best painter

mPunhasea

twenty-t/Q/Jargift certificate
at
and naive - absolutely free)
no strings attached -- a
five-dollargift certificate
from

Welcome to
Casco Bay Weekly.

2 t Pleasant Street
Portland • 774-0016

I LOVE
fLOWEQ8

Best art gallery: Barrldoff
Galleries

19 Pleasant Mreet

Porlland - 774-588'2

• The Body Firm, Greater Portland
• Stone Mountain Handbags,
Freeport
• The Osprey Restaurant,
Roblnhood
• Fotoshops, Portland
• On The Go Bagel, Portland
• Ye Old Port Kite Shoppe
• Action Fitness, Scarborough
• Forest Avenue Fitness, Portland
• Deering High School Theater
Dept., Portland
• Source Promotions, Portland

Sad but true. As of May 1,
the Barridoff will be no more.
After 15 years of presenting
the best art Maine has to
offer, the Barridoff is closing,
the victim of a slumping art
market. The good die young.
(And 15 is young, sport. Ask
your grandma.)

Best art opening:
Katarlna Wesllen at Dean
Velentgas, NovemberDecember 1990
The runner-up in this
category is Katarina Weslien
wherever she happens to be
opening. Weslien's openings
are known not just for
plentiful hors d' oeuvres and
big glasses of vino drunko.
These things help, it's true.
But nothing helps an opening
like the presence of a topdrawer, finest-kind artist.

Best photographer:
Tonee Harbert
As Philip Isaacson said
recently in the Maine Sunday

Cool, capacious, and
efficacious. A tumble in every
tumbler. This would explain
how the great bear got lost in
the first place.

SAVE 50% OFFUST
CHILDREN'S
EASTER
FASHIONS
by

Editor's Choice - Best
place to hear a Grateful
Dead tape as soon as you
walk In the door:
The Great Lost Bear

R-GEEand
GOOD LAD
(or boys & girls

GffiLS'
POLLY
FLINDERS
DRESSES

Old hippies never die;
they just whomp up another
batch of margaritas and
disappear from view.

50% OFF LIST
INFANTS 16.99 - 4-6X 21.99
TODDLERS 19.99· 7-14 26.99

LEVINSKY'S
OPEN DAILY 9AM - 9PM· SUN lOAM -5PM

• Portland, 278 Congress St
• Freepon • US Rte I
• No. Windham, Rte 302, Windham Mall
• Brewer, Rte. lA, 564 Wilson Street

Best director:
Michael Rafkln
Dennis Gilbert, best fiction writer

Rafkin has the gift of
getting everybody to see the
big picture. Maybe he should
be in Washington.

Best theatre company:
Mad Horse
A troop more dedicated
than the U.S. Marines, more
determined than the Boston
Celtics, and more artsy and
talented than both of them
put together. ConSiderably.
No kidding.

Best bread: Port Bake
House

Very empty, yet very
filling. Extremely gritty
texture. OK for making glass
or for filling your kids'
sandbox; very bad to eat.
Have an apple.

Delicious and nutritious.
Just in time for Passover.

"-------------------------~

Enjoy An
Easter Celebration.
TREAT THE WHOLE FAMILY THIS EASTER
TO OUR SPRINGTIME BUFFET••• fe~uring

In the middle of a hectic
day, take an hour out to
peruse the menu at Silly'S.
Chances are very good that
you will make one or two
fortunate discoveries there,
sandwiches and entrees that
you'll want to rerum to again
and again. Chances are also
good that you'll be late
getting back for work, but so
what?

Billy Holiday came to life
at the Portland Stage Company a few months ago, and
Peter Wyle was there to see it.
Says Peter: "You should have
seen it." We believe it.

Roberge is to the southern
Maine art scene as water is to
the Gulf of Maine, i.e. smack
dab in the middle and all over
the place. Roberge's work
appears on the rover of the
above.mentioned Beam book: a
wire mesh figure filled with
stones. (Talk about rocks in
your head.) Great vision, good
technique. We're lucky to have
her. -

Editor's Choice - Worst
desert: Desert of Maine

Best lunch Joint: Silly's

Best theatrical
production: "Lady Day at
Emerson's Bar and Grill"

Best sculptor:
Celeste Roberge

?

Best mixed drinks:
The Great Lost Bear

Nelson currently appears
as the token white boy in the
movie "New Jack City."
When he next appears in this
city, you will probably see
him making friends and
influencing bouncers at Three
Dollar Dewey's, Nelson is
regularly booted out of
Dewey's, and just as regularly readmitted. He's very
popular there.

Nevergole describes her
work as being "soft and
repulsive, anxious and relaxed,
beauty and beast." In "Maine
Art Now," Edgar Allen Beam
described her work as a
"biomorphic abstraction." We
prefer to think of it as "pretty
nifty pottery."

STOP and smell the FLOWERS

These new and
returning
advertisers help
support us in our
enaeavorto
provide you with
an alternative to
the daily news.

Best not-so-Iocal actor:
Judd Nelson

Best potter:
Nancy Nevergole

8T·104-65O&:

Desserts you rouldn't
refuse if your life depended
on it. Calories from hell.
Abandon all hope ye who
enter, hear?

Deborah Hall,
best actress

Here it is, folks! The best art, food and drink, music, places,
media, government, people, hair and just plain stuff the area
has to offer - as chosen by the people of Greater Portland. We
received 526 ballots, each more or less rovering 115 items in
eight categories. That's a lot of ink.
We had fun doing it. You will find several surprises, many
old friends and a few old chestnuts in this issue. You will also
find that the people who read Casco Bay Weekly have very good
taste.
After reading through the Best of Portland, it may also occur
to you that our readers are as peculiar as they are particular.
Enjoy.

with an Insured Municipals Income Trust.™

[B' Please send me more infonnation on Insured Municipals

Best dessert: Alberta's

'\ Restaurant on Congress
. Street.

Roast leg of lamb, baked ham, carved steamship
of beef, baked scrod ••• a festive assortment of
salads and vegetables ... and our irresistable
display of desserts!
Reservations recommended
with seating times at
10:30 AM, 12:30 PM,
and 2:30 PM
Senior $13.95;

Adul", $15.95;
o,ildren $ 7.95;
(Free for children under 2)

363 Mai", Mall Road
South Portland. Mai",
04106
(207) 775-6161

Sheraton ~Tara !:!Q~
~

Best Jeweler:
Tracy Johnson
Best poet: Ken Rosen

Johnson has a heart of gold
and a soul with a silver lining.
Fortunately, her hands are
flesh and blood - and very
steady.

Hoat like a butterfly and
sting like a bee; that is the
poetry of Rosen to me. (With
apologies to Mohammed Ali.)

Best clothing designer:
Options' Maralyce Feree

Best fiction writer:
Dennis Gilbert

How many things can be
done with a pullover? Ask
Feree. She's done 'em all, and
is still finding new ways to do
it. And she does it beautifully.

Gilbert sometimes uses
words like blunt instruments.
At other times, he uses words
like feathers to tickle and
tease. Tell us truthfully,
Dennis. Where did you get
such a big vocabulary?

Best actress:
Deborah Hall
Hall is a capable, inspired
and convincing actress. If she
told you that George Bush was
a kinder, gentler president,
you'd believe it. She rould sell
shoes to snakes.

BEST FOOD 61 DRINK
Best breakfast Joint:
The Good Egg Care
c::

As good a way to start the
day as we could poSSibly

The Good Egg, best breakfast Joint
Best vegetarian cuisine:
Pepperclub

Editor's Choice - Most
Bread: John Payson

Not many people can walk
past this restaurant without
being drawn to the doorand thence to the menu. The
vegetable is a noble thing!

The person we'd most like
to find in our family tree.
Pass it over, John.

Best ethnk food:
:: Afghan Restaurant

E

The Afghan's place in
Portland's heart (and/or
stomach) is secure. The only
thing Abrahim Habibzai has
]
to fear is competition from
the soon-to-reopen Afghan

Best burger:
Ruby's Choice
A lot of people think that
eating meat is a sin. Anyone
who's ever been to Ruby's
knows this for a fact. As
Romeo said to Juliet, "Give
me my sin again!"

Continued on page 10

%is Passover

& 'Easter
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Let a fresh. 60uqmt
:Fine :Fwwers
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468 1'ore Street, Port{anc£ %aine
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Good through
Easter Sunday

Best subs: Amato's
In the words of one of our
readers, "Conventionally
powered, but capable of
attaining any depth." A meal
in every bite; a smorgasborg
in every sandwich. Don't
forget to bring your crutches.

BES
PORTLAND

Your
Choice
Reese's
Peanut Butter
Miniatures

2 FOR

Hershey's
Pastel
Kisses

$3 00

Easter Plush
Chirping Duck
or Chick (9")

Russell Stover
Candies (l lb.)

$5 25

Assorted Chocolates
Home-Fashioned Favorites .
Ideal For Easter Gift Giving

BEST MUSIC

Best chowder:
Seamen's Club
Creamy, dreamy and
chunky. And where else
would you expect to get good
chowder? The Landsmen's
Club? The Airmen's Club?
Best coffee: Green
Mountain Coffee Roasters
Green Mountain brews
many ways of saying "I don't
feel so sleepy anymore, dear"
- all of them good to the last
drop and beyond. They have
good decaf, too, for those
people who are tired of
seeing the sun rome up.
\

, Polaroid
35MM
12 Exp. Film

$1.49 ,
Instant Coupon .50¢

Sale Price

Final Coat.

3 Pair Pkg. - Special Box

99 ¢

$3. 99
While Quantities Last

SUPER VALUE
EVERYDAY
2 for 1

Pepsi
2 Liter

Pepsi
Caffeine Free
Diet Pepsi
Caffeine Free
Diet Pepsi

Assorted
Chocolates 13 oz.
hlhm~'n's

L'Eggs Regular
Pantyhose

Plus

12 EXPOSURES..........
DISCS (15)•..................
24 EXPOSURES..........
36 EXPOSURES..........

2'. 99
3.99
5.99
7.99

... PLUS 12.. FREE
. PLUS 15.. FREE
... PlUS 24.. FREE
... PlUS 36 .. FREE

Dep.

FOR STANDARD SIZE GLOSSY PRINTS FROM
110, 126, DISC AND 135 COLOR FILM C-41 PROCESS

Best bicycle store
Back Bay Bicycle
Reliable and environmentally responSible transportation at reasonable rates. Grea
gas mileage, air conditioning
racing stripes. Lots of leg anc
. head room. Must see.

CBW.

9 oz.

9 oz.

Best auto repair: Reggie
and Dick Palmer V.W.
Repair
Good to know, right?
Unless, of course, you don't
happen to drive a
Volkswagon. In which case,
see the next item.

Best beer: Gritty McDuff's
A number of people have
tapped into kegs of Sebago
Light Ale - made on the
premises by tiny, somewhat
tipsy people in green knickers - and have never really
tapped out. It's become a way
of life for many of us here at

Continued from page 9

I

Best acoustic band:
Moxie Men
Electrifying acoustics and
truly moxie men.

~

Best blues band:
Blue Roots
The Blue Roots are just
that - roots blues, emotional
originals. Red-hot and
uptight.
Best used bookstore: By
order of popularity, _1
Harding'S, _2 Carlson II
Turner
A true reader's paradise,
just slightly more expensive
than the Portland Public
Library. Harding's beat out
Carlson &. Turner by one
vote. Maybe it's time to
organize those paperbacks,
Dave.

.I

I

.
'
~: ~\

Best dance band: Red
Light Revue
Give your hips the gift of
Red Light backbeat. Coming
soon to a venue near you.

Best thrift store: Material
Objects
Like walking into the
costume vault at MGM
Studios. Very reasonable
rates, too.

\.'

Best muffin:
Magic Muffin
What can you say about a
place that makes strawberry
cream cheese muffins? Except
"Gimme some of them things
-now."
Best pizza: Rlcetta's
The kind of pizza you
could sink your life savings
into. One is never enough.
Best seafood:
Cap'n Newlck's
Tastes like it just came off
the boat. Come to think of it,
it did. And the price is right.
Cap'n Newick's lays out the
best/biggest/ cheapest lobster
feed in Greater Portland.

15

Best garage band: Otis
Coyote
Rhythmical, metronomical, maniacal, anything
but mechanical.
Best rock band: Otis
Coyote
What can we say but
"What can we say?" See
above.

Andre Kruppa, best cab driver
Best barber shop: Bob the
Barber
Go in ugly, come out
handsome.

Editor's Choice - Best
rock band to have In your
garage: Otis Coyote
For those times when a
tune-up or an oil change is
not enough.

Best clothing store children's: Dancing
Elephant
Just the place to take your
octuplets.

Best reggae band: Rockln
Vibrations
The band we'd most like
to sail slowly to Jamaica with.
Jah love, mono

Best clothing store men's: joseph's.
The clothes make the man,
they say. Joseph's has made a
veritable army.

Best weird band: Wicked
Good Band
Wicked weird and still out
there, ah-yuh.

Best clothing store women's: Am..".lIs.
The sort of place you'd
like to shop with a new credit
card.

Best symphony orchestra:
Portland Symphony
Orchestra
This was a closer contest
than any of us dreamed. Also
in the running were The
Symphony Orchestra of
Portland, The Portland
Orchestra that Plays Symphonies, The Orchestra that Plays
Symphony Music in Portland,
Some Guys Who Play

Best movie theater:
Nickelodeon
Known the world over for
its gummy bears. Aren't you
glad the Nick stayed in
Portland?

Best lingerie store:
Victoria's Secret
Out of 526 ballots,
Victoria's Secret received
about 525. This was in fact
the most voted-for category.
Pretty scary, if you think
about it.

Best hair salon: Hair
Update
Now you know what all
those well-groomed people
are doing on Oak Street in
Portland. A good place to go
if you've got a bad coiff.
(Pronounced "cough," as in,
"coiffure.")
Best musical Instrument
store: Buckdancer's
Choice
Where the stars shop. This
makes for a well-lit store, we
should think.

Best record store:
Amadeus
One of the few places that
actually still sells records.
How quaint!
Best retail bookstore:
Bookland, downtown
Portland
A reader's paradise - or,
anyway, a paradise for
readers who can afford to
buy new books. Great
selection of reference works.

I
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Reggie and Dick Palmer's
VW, best auto repair
Best grocery store: The
Good Day Market
A good place to go if you
want to eat well and be
healthy. A bad place to go if
you're really hungry and not
thinking too clearly. You'd be
surprised what jumps into
your basket.
Best video store:
Vldeoport
Really and truly has the
broadest selection of the best
flicks, plus good beer, plus
movie mags, plus good
people behind the counter.
Nobody else even came close.
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Worst ofPoitland: public and private leadership

A thousand opportunities

letters
Bankers are
Irresponsible
and stupid
I have been an apartmentrenter for over 30 years and
in three states. Somero
Management is the best!
Hands-on, always there,
providing clean, safe,
affordable housing, and
more: a feeling of home,
family and community.
What we all have to
realize is that not only are
bankers immoral and unChristian, but they are
irresponSible and stupid.
It is time we Citizens
demand that the banks serve
"We, The People" and the
community, not their greedy
owners. Additional regulatory laws may be needed to
curb the banks' venality and
stupidity.

Alexander Wallace
Portland

People should
take back the
buildings
Our banking institutions
have been reckless beyond
belief (to the tune of $500
billion). Now our government has seen fit to bail them
out by paying off all of these
bad real estate loans and
spreading the cost to the
taxpayers. At the same time
the banks get to keep all of
the repossessed properties.
Something is wrong with this
picture! What kind of fools
are we?
The American people
should take possession of all
I

letters

slipping away
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of these properties and tum
them over to the homeless
and the needy people. Why
should anyone be without a
place to live when there are
$500 billion worth of repossessed homes out there that
are being paid for by all of
us?

~d?a~~
Glenn Aldrich
South Portland

Questions for
Portland Pollee
and Guy Gannett
I live in a blue-collar
apartment complex. Numerous times last year, we were
terrorized by gangs of youths
who caused extensive
property damage . .. On one
occasion, I witnessed a gang
of youths demolish a building in a low-income Portland
Housing (AuthOrity) area. It
wasn't until four police
cruisers had gathered that
the police got the courage to
get out and proceed to the
scene. The youths causing
the destruction did not run
away but instead sought
refuge in a large group of
other youths gathered nearby
and simply taunted the
policemen to come and get
them.
At the crack of dawn the
next day, work crews had
quickly covered up the
damage. But nothing was
done to prevent such future
occurrences. Mysteriously,
the Guy Gannett-oontrolled
news media were silent
about these events even
when I called and notified
them of such occurrences.

Now the people in the
white-collar Western Prom
neighborhood are having a
fuss because gays are
cruising their neighborhood.
Suddenly, it appears as if
half the police force is
actively trying to rid Portland of this menace. All
through this crackdown, the
Guy Gannett news network
has nothing but daily praises
to bestow upon the police
department while unsolved
crimes still go unreported.
In light of these events, I
have these questions to ask
Portland administrators:
Why do you so quickly
respond to protect the wellto-do of Portland and ignore
the middle-income or lowincome people who face
more serious danger? Why
do you have the courage to
take on people such as gays
while violent gangs of
youths still control certain
areas of this city?
And to the citizens of
Portland I ask, why do you
tolerate your daily news
system to be monopolized by
such an incompetent company as Guy Gannett? .

~7 ..//d,,-~-:t
Ted Sirois
Portland

Manufacturing
security
Paul KarT's open letter to
George Mitchell in CBW2/
21/91 was obnoxious. Mr.
Karr has the political
astuteness of a red tide clam.
Karr harshly criticized
George Mitchell's clean air
bill. Compromise is part of
political reality. Get real Mr.

Karr, half a package is better
than none.
KarT's trivialization of Sen.
Mitchell's comment on VCRs
is typical and ignorant.
Japan's destruction of the U.S.
electronics industry, with the
duplicity of our government,
has been a disaster to our
economy. From 1980 to 1989
the Japanese gained 71 billion
in sales from VCRs alone. Add
to this TV and stereo, all U.S.
inventions, and you have a big
chunk of the trade deficit. This
is money that could in part be
used to clean up environmental problems Mr. Karr is
justifiably concerned with.
We are being turned into a
service-oriented society, when
real security is in manufacturing. Being in favor of a strong
secure economy does not
equate to being anti-environment.
Every time fair trade is
openly and honestly debated
the smoke screen of "Japanese

bashing" is brought up. It is
rather politician bashing, so
let's bash the politicians who
caused this mess. For example, Ronald Reagan
received a deferred Japanese
payment of $2 million for his
help in destroying the U.S.
electronics industry. This
practice should be illegal; and
Reagan should donate the $2
million to Zenith, the U.S.
company he most severely
damaged.
Mr. I<arr certainly writes
from the heart, but his focus is
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the public the nature of the
man that we are trying to
deal with. No one is asking
Mr. Liberty for "subsidized
housing" but only a reasonable solution to our grievances.

stations didn't even get involved until the Someros were at the
courthouse (do TV news cameras work anywhere else?) and the Press
Herald is more interested in selling real estate ads than in printing the
news. The paper buried the story about the Somero foreclosure 21
pages behind a ''business'' story headlined: "Home sales show signs
of life."
Watching the clowns who think they run Portland is like watching
the Mickey Rooney movie in which Rooney, trying to save a ski
lodge, suggests: "Let's put on a show!"
Only the local version goes like this:
"Let's put on a real estate boom! Remember how much fun the last one was?"
Sadly, Linda and Roy Somero confused such hucksterism with
leadership - and now they have lost their life's savings for their
mistake.
But they are not the only ones who will lose. At least two hundred
Portland housing units are headed for the auction block this fall.
Another hundred Westbrook apartments may soon be taken by Casco
Northern Bank, and a couple dozen Yarmouth townhomes have been
moved on by Key Bank. Add these to the scores of units already on
the market, and it's not hard to imagine a thousand unwanted apartments flooding the local real estate market this fall.
That's a thousand opportunities for local government and local
business to create affordable housing - if only there were someone
with the vision and the courage to stand up and seize the initiative.
<MP)

There are many things worth celebrating in and around Portland.
Much of this issue of Casco Bay Weekly is devoted to them.
But leadership is not the best part of Portland. In fact, it's the
worst.
The 212 in-town Portland apartments that Fleet Bank and Peoples
Heritage Bank an! about to seize are glaring examples of how weak
Portland's leaders really are. And so Casco Bay Weekly hereby presents ''Worst of Portland" awards to the government, business and
media people who have disappeared now that times are tough.
Cafe liberals are fond of imagining that government will step in at
critical times to orchestrate bankers and business people into harmony with the needs of the community as a whole. In this case,
several of the former Somero buildings would be ideal candidates for
acquisition by the Maine State Housing Authority. But with the
exception of Councilor Anne Pringle, Portland's weak City Council
and unconcerned city manager have stood by in silence.
Armchair conservatives, on the other hand, espouse the paternal
generosity of an active business community. In this case, such a
community might include bankers who consider the well-being of
the neighborhood - or at the very least, that of the real estate market. But there is no such business community in Portland. Vision
2000 lost its way, and the Chamber of Commerce can't even pay its
own rent.
And the news media, which purport to keep government and
business leaders honest, has its head in the sand. Local television
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obviously very limited. CBW
would do well to present
more varied viewpoints.
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Portland

Unhappy
Hamlet

Q

My husband and I live at
the Hamlet Mobile Park in
Westbrook. We are retired.
Our rent is being raised
from $226.00 a month to
$247.25. I read with interest
that Michael Uberty says our
rent's only being raised 6
percent. NoW"1 have been out
of school many years, but 6
percent of $226.00 is $13.56,
which would make our rent
for this small piece of land
$239.56 - plus water and
sewer charges, which were
included in our rent, will now
be paid by us. The percentage
is more like 9.5 percent plus
water and sewerage.
Mr. Liberty would do well
to spend more time figuring
percentages instead of
making personal attacks on
Michael O'Donnell, who
heads our association at the
Hamlet.
It appears that because Mr.
O'Donnell earns a decent
salary, he should be ashamed
to want the people of the
Hamlet to expect a fair deal
from the Katahdin Corporation.
The statement Mr. Liberty
made that MichaelO'Donnell
"squawks that he deserves
subsidized housing and is
nothing short of being a
terrorist" will serve to show
Continued on the next page
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Portland Police Gym (109
Middle St., Portland). For
more information, call Rose
at 772-5630 or Karen at 7722942.
• Bim Skala Bim, supreme
Portland area ska band and
well-known fashion plates,
bring their extraordinarily
infectious rhythms to
Raoul's Roadside Attraction
(865 Forest Ave., Portland)
tonight at 9 p.m. You will
shimmy your ditty-wa-ditty
until your partner says, "I
think the ambulance is here,
honey." Tickets are $5 at
door. For more information,
call 773~86.

• Spring will be springing
any day now - talk about
your profound observations
- and to help you focus on
that phenomenon, the
Victoria Society of Maine
presents "Regeneration
Through Nature: The
Victorian Cult of the Wild,"
a lecture by Harvey Green,
associate professor of public
history programs at Northeastern University, this

Any life here7 See
Friday, April 5.
evening at 7 p.m. in St.
Luke's Cathedral Parish
Hall (143 Park St., Portland). This lecture is part of
the Society's "The Victorians and Nature" series.
Admission is $7, $6 for
society members. For more
infonnation, call 772-4841.

• And now for some
lighthearted fantasy: Sen.
George Mitchell will speak
today on "How Will
Pressure on the Federal
Budget Be Resolved?" and
other fanciful intangibles,
and columnist/author
Robert Kuttner will speak
on "How States Should
Deal with the New Federal
Reality: The Impact on

Maine of Federal Deficit
Reduction Measures."
("The New Federal Reality"
- I like that. What a sense
of humor.) All this and less
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p .m . today in USM
Portland's Luther Bonney
Auditorium. Free and open
to the public - as well it
should be. You get what
you pay for. For further
infonnation, call 774-2458.
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• great music
• great grub
• great wine

-thurs 3/28

Debris
JromBoston
- fri & sat 3/29 & 3/30
Tony Gaboury
Quartet

• Kiteheads: It's time for
the The Easter/Passover
"Spring is Here Kite Fly."
Bring your kite (if you have
one), a picnic lunch and
perhaps a hard hat to Fort

Williams Park (Cottage
Street, Cape Elizabeth) from
11 a.m. to 4 p.m., weather
permitting. If you don't
have a hard hat, you'd
better keep your eyes
peeled for flying rabbits,
flying pigs, flying elephants,
flying dragons, and - most
dangerous of all - flying
abstract aerodynamic
shapes. (Just think of what
you'd wear if those animals
really did fly. Pigeons are
bad enough.) For more
infonnation, call 871-0035.

reservation. welcome

clooed monday•• DO
20 danforth .t ••

• Animals in training in
business: The Fox Class of
the Wood fords Congregational Church, (a group
apparently studying to
become furry forest creatures), will hold a rummage
sale starting at 9 a.m. in
Woodfords Memorial Hall
(202 Woodford St., Portland). Good stuff will be
found here in
abundant
supply. Just
leave your
hounds at
home, please.
For more
information,
call 774-8243.

• Eleanor
Rigby: The
Portland Symphony Youth
Ensemble, the cream of
Greater Portland's musical
youth, presents an eclectic
program of classical and
popular music today at 7:30
p.m. in City Hall Auditorium (30 Myrtle St., Portland). The Youth Wind
Ensemble will perform
Thomas Knox's "Sea
Songs" and Shostakovich's
"Folk Dances," and the
Young People's String
Consort will play Antonio
Salieri' s Symphony in D
and Lennon and
McCartney's "Eleanor
Rigby." Tickets are $3 for
adults, $2 for students and
senior citizens. For more
information, call 773-8191.
• Eleanor Rugby: Fleet, fast
and female? Looking to do
something on Wednesdays
besides your daily maintenance run? The Portland
Women's Rugby Gub is
looking for new members.
All levels welcome, which
means you in particular.
Practices are Wednesdays
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at the
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2 for 1
Thursdays
April 4 & April 11
CLIP COUPON

• thurs 4/4

K. Barry Saunders
Quartet

• Don't blame him, he
voted for Joe: Joseph
Brennan, former congressman, former governor and
former gubernatorial
candidate (alas), will give a
lecture this evening on
"Public Service and the
Body Politic: Some Reflections." (He certainly has a
lot to reflect on.) This
lecture begins at 8 p.m. in
Wentworth Hall's Daggett
Lounge, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Free and open
to the public. For more
information, call 725-3201.
• OIly, oIly ox-in-free almost: Parking criminals
can breathe a little easier
this week, as the city of
Portland is offering a
parking ticket amnesty
program for all parking
tickets issued prior to Jan. 1,
1991. The program begins
today and runs through
April 12. During that period
of time, the city will graciously accept one-half of
the total payment due and
will cancel the remaining
half. To participate, a
person must pay all his or
her eligible, outstanding
parking tickets. That doesn't
sound half bad, does it? Call
Mark Green at 874-8685 or
Mike Josephson at 874-8444
if you have questions.
• Medium but not mediocre: Zootz (31 Forest Ave.,
Portland) is hosting an
Alternative Mediums
Concert, featuring local
superstars Darien Brahms
and the Soulminers, Knots
and Crosses and others. The
show starts at 8 p.m. Says
right here: "Mingle and
dance afterwards." (Hey:
mingle and dance during the
show, I don' t care. Just go.)
Tickets are $6, all of which
Alternative Mediums will
donate to agencies that
provide services for people
with AIDS and AIDSrelated. illnesses. For more
infonnation, call 799-0275.

Ask for details .
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Tickets $5
ReulY.d Saling

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND • 761 ,3930

for the Monkees, Anne
Murray and (his best
customer) himself. See
where his musical pendulum has swung tonight at 7
p.m. at Zootz (31 Forest
Ave., Portland). Tickets are
$9. For more information,
call 773-8187.
• Question authority: The
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra is a 26-member orchestra that performs without a
conductor. (Think about
that for a minute. That's
like a state functioning
without a governor. It's not
easy, but we somehow
manage to do it. They do,
too, apparently.) Tonight's
program includes works by
Boyce, Bach, Mendelssohn
and Haydn. The show starts
at 7:30 p.m. at City Hall
Auditorium (30 Myrtle St.,
Portland). Tickets are $10$25. For more information,
call 772-8630.
• Mad Horse Theatre
presents "Tent Meeting," an
intense, offbeat and provocative story of an intense,
offbeat, provocative south-

With Entrees Starting
Under $10 You Can
Afford To Dine
Out In Style
Any Night
Of The
Week.

DISCOUNT CLUB
RAFFLES
C·A·F·E

• John Stewart is a folk,
rock and folk-rock legend,
and is also a fairly confused
person. Originally a member of the Kingston Trio,
Stewart has written tunes

Reservations: 874-8260
Deering High School
370 Stevens Ave., Portland
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em evangelist and his
intense, offbeat, provocative
children - and a mysterious baby, who is proclaimed to be the second
coming of Jesus Christ.
Sounds pretty intense,
offbeat and provocative,
wouldn't you say? "Tent
Meeting" opens tonight at 8
p.m. and runs through
April 28. (See Stage listings
for other dates and times.)
The award-winning Mad
Horse Theatre is located at
955 Forest Ave., Portland.
Tickets are $12-$15. For
information or reservations,
call 797-3338.

W lrle r'e ' 5 the
conductor7
See
Thursday,
April 4
• Ferron, one of the finest
folkies ever to fling a guitar
pick, will be featured at the
Canadian Festival Tour
show tonight at 7:30 p.m. at
the First Parish Church (425
Congress St., Portland).
With Ferron will be
Stephen Fearing, Connie
Kaldor and James
Keelaghan - all of whom
have two names, only one
of which starts with an "F."
(See? Canadians aren't so
different.) Tickets are $10 in
advance, $12 at the door.
For more information, call
773~205 .

• Ram Island Dance
presents "Signs of Life," the
second performance in
their four-part series of
performances in unique
settings. Tonight's unique
setting is Hobe Sound

Galleries North (58 Maine
St., Brunswick). Tonight's
program is subtitled "'F our
Solos by American Modem
Dance Pioneers; seminal
works created by women at
the birth of the art form" which, come to think of it, is
a pretty long subtitle. The
company will perform
works by Isadora Duncan,
Helen Tamiris, Ruth St.
Denis and Doris Humphrey.
After the performance,
dance historian Jill Beck will
give a gallery talk on
women in dance. The
performance begins tonight
at 7:30 p.m., and will be
repeated tomorrow: same
unique time, same unique
place. Tickets are $10.
Reservations are encouraged. For reservations and
information, call Ram Island
Dance at 773-2562 .
• Are you starved for
culture, as well as just
generally hungry? Have
lunch today with Toshiyuld
Shimada, conductor of the
PSO and well-known
humorist. Toshi will talk
about the work of Arthur
Fiedler, the late conductor
of the Boston Pops, and will
also discuss the PSO's
musical program on April 6
and 7. Meet Toshi and the
members of Ovation,
Portland' classical music
society, noon today at
Raphael's (36 Market St.,
Portland). Tickets are $10
for Ovation members, $12
for non-members. For
reservations and information, call 773-8191.
• He's ba-ack: Morris
Avecedo, the human guitar,
will take the stage tonight at
9 and 11 p.m. at Cafe No (20
Danforth St., Portland).
With Morris will be Tony
Sumbury on bass and Curt
Newton on drums, a group
collectively known as the
Morris Acevedo Trio - but
they often sound like the
Morris Acevedo Jazz
Orchestra. Very perplexing,
very pleasing. Tickets are
$5. For more information,
call 772-8114.

Cheap thrill: frugal flyer
For those of you who feel smug after going from
Monday to Saturday on one loaf of bread, consider the
achievements of Jeana Yeager: pilot and frugal flyer. In
1986, Yeager toured the world In the Voyager, a flimsy
excuse of a delicate little airplane, on one tank of gas, In
nine days, not even stopping for sodas.or to use the rest
room. (Now thars an achievement.)
It was a thrilling experience, and she'll be sharing that
thrill with you on April 3, at 7:30 p.m. In USM Portland's
Luther Bonney Auditorium, where she'll be giving a
lecture that she has appropriately titled "Jeana Yeager
and the Flight of the Voyager: Around the World on a
Tank of Gas." Yeager will also show a film of her historic
1986 flight and will even take questions from the regular
folks In the audience like you.
Think oUt! How many chances are you going to get to
ask personal questions of a sure-enough historical figure?
(Like, why didn't you stop for sodas or even to use the
rest room?) Admission Is S10. For more Information, call
874-6500.

• It's gotta be said: Portland
has some of the best folk
music the Northeast has to
offer. Come around for the
Circle of Sounds concert,
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in USM
Portland's Luther Bonney
Auditorium, and acts like
Instant Grass, The Oakhurst
Boys, Finn McCool, Dave
Utter, Marie Dufresne and
many others will make this
abundantly clear to you.
Tickets are $6, $3 for USM
students and kids. For more
information, call 773-9549.
• Get into the act: Your kids
are acting up and they want
to get out of the house.
You're in luck! The
Children'S Museum of
Maine presents "The
Fisherman' s Wife," an
audience-participation play
based on the tale by the
Brothers Grimm - a play
written, produced and
performed by the
Krackerjack Theatre Co., a
nationally touring children's

theatre group. Two shows
will run starting at 10 and
11:30 a.m. at the Children'S
Museum, 746 Stevens Ave.,
Portland. Admission is $2
for museum members and
$3 for the general public.
For more information, call
the museum at 797-5483.

Does this guy look pendu-

lous7 See Thursday, April 4.

The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and
more ways to be Informed, get Involved and
stay amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly must be
received In writing on the Thursday prior to
ubllcatlon. Send your Calendar and Listings
nformatlon to: Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly,
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
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Come
play in
the
cla" as
we
pinch,
slab
and
throw.
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MARCH 28TH 9PM
"

rer[er••"ce Art Nt""

'$8 ADV/$1 aDOOR

ALTERNATI\'[ M(DlL'/IICi 1991

Art bhibitio"
March 21-30, 1991
The Are Gallery

25 Forest Ave., Portland
Perforllumu Art Night
Thurs., March 28, 8pm
S8adv./$lO door
ZOOTZ, 31 Forest Ave.

Open Every Nighe Bue
Monday. Also Breakfase.
Lunch &. Sunday Brunch.

• beginners & vishors welrome
• day & evening classes
• kiln & studio rental
• classes begin April 1

RDckNWt
Mon., April FoolS, :

58 Pine Street
773-8223

772-4334

;"fo:

132 Washington Ave.,Portiand

ZOOTz,31

BOOKS
Used &
Out-of-Print
Books
We buy books, too .
Tue to Fri 12:30-5,
Sat 1l:30-4
81 Ocean St.

South Portland

799-SAVE

@

APRIL FOOL'S 1ST 8PM

.:..:...1' Roclc Ni«'" ~ yY
KNOTS I CROSSES • MOXIE MEN
DARIEN BRAHMS
I

1

nur".,~

APRIL 4TH

0HN STEWARI
FOUNDING MEMBER OF
THE

TRIO

.

.

I

Mzrrh 28, 1991
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See Venice from your lof. with
tbl. attradlYe Gondola lamp.
.u_bJecl to prior •• le

~ ~L~crrIIl!£([/ff~
602 Congress St

antiques, coiIectables,
prints, framing

HOlve
You still haven't tried

Black Tie ...
Dailv Entrees & Soup Specials

M·'!!iiliq,.,.!J!j. •

10 am6:30pm man-fri • 870 Broadway' S.

I

ORPHEUS CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
"The best chamber orchestra this nation has ever produced. "
(Fanfare)
BOYCE. Symphony No. I
BACH. Brandenburg Con(,erto No. "
MENDELSSOHN, Spring Sympb()~y No. 1'0
HAYDN , Symphony N~. 79

Thursday, April 4, 7:30 pm
$25, $20, $15, $10

GEORGE SHFARL\lG
JOE WlLL!At\1S
JOE PASS
"A GATHERING OF FR1ENDS"

featuring Neil Swamson, bass
wnh the p;un. lp.ll1,m of \Ir YrllhJm ,

drum~r

Gerryck Kmg

An unforgettable evening of
the best orjazz and blues
Tuesday. April 9, 7:30 pm
$25, $20, $15, $10

EASTER SUNDAY BRUNCH

{1

-

Temple and Middle streets,
Portland
772-9751
First, third and fourth shows only
Mon-Fri
All shows Sat-Sun
If Looks Could Kill (PG 13)
1, 4:30, 7:35, 9:55 (through March 28)

Good Fell. . (R)
12:45, 3:40, 6:50, 9:40
(from March 29)
The Doon (R)
12:30, 3:50, 6:45, 9:40
Silence 01 the Lambs (R)
12:40,4,7,9:45
Dances with Wolves (PG 13)
12:15,3:35,7:15
Mr. & Mrs. Bridge (PG 13)
12:50,4:10,7:10,10
(through March 28)
12:50,4:10,7:10,9:50
(from March 29)
Guilty by SUspicion (PG 13)
1 :10, 4:20, *7:20, 9:50
'Except March 30
Sneak Preview
Defending Your Life (PG)
,
March 30, 7:20

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, South Portland
774-1022

L

Expanded Menu
Reduced Prices
*Free Bloody Mary or Mimosa
with purchase of Brunch Entree. Served llam to 4pm.

EASTER DINNER SPECIALS
Baked Virg,i nia Ham with Raisin Sauce
or

_

Roast Turkey
with Apple Walnut Stuffing
served with all the trimmings

$9.95
served noon to 10p.m.
Tax and gratuity not Included. Not valid with other promotions.

Reservations welcome • 773-3760
Comer of Middle & Market Streets In the Old Port

his fllSt day
working In a large department slore, a
21-year old man gets lost and winds up
locked in for the nighl. He encounters a
beautiful woman and a pair of thkweswho aren't nearly as anractive as she is.
With Jennifer Connelly and Frank

King Ralph (PG)
1, 7:35, 9:45 (through March 28)
career Opportunities (PG 13)
1,2:55,5:10,7:20,9:35
(from March 29)
T_nage Mutant Ninja
Turtles II (PG)
12:30, 2:45, 5, 7:05, 9:05
New Jack City (R)
3:05, 5:20, 7:35, 9:45
(through March 28)
3:05,5:20, 7:35, 9:45
(from March 29)
CI.s. Action (R)
12:45, 3:05, 5:25, 7:45, 10
(through March 28)
1 :40, 4:10, 6:50, 9:20
(from March 29)
Hard Way (R)
1:30, 4, 7, 9:30
Home Alone (PG)
12:45,3,5:20,7:40,10
The Perfect Weapon (R)
1:15,3:15,5:15,7:15,9:15

The Movies
10 Exchange St, Portland
772-9600
For All Mankind
March 27-31
Wed-Fri 5:15,7,8:45
Sat-Sun 1, 5, 7
Wing. of Desire
March 3O-April 12
Sat-Sun 2:30, 8:45
Mon-Tue 7,9:30
Miller'. Crossing
April 3-7
Wed-Sat 7,9:15
Sat-Sun Mat 1
Sun Eve 7

Whaley.

Un-American activities
• HGuilty by Suspicion," written and directed
by Irwin Winkler
With Robert De Nlro, Annette 8enlng and George Wendt
Showing at the Nickelodeon Cinema,
Temple II Middle streets, Portland

-

It seems right that in a new era of heightened patriotism and
government censorship of the arts we should get a movie about the
Communist witch hunts of the 195Os. While today's zealots have
targeted art museums and the music industry, the focus 40 years
ago was on Hollywood. The reasons were obvious - as one
character in "Guilty by Suspicion" says, "It's not about national
security, not about loyalty. It's about power and publicity,"
Irwin Winkler's new movie casts Robert De Niro as a successful
film director whose career and life are ruined when he refuses to
testify before the House Un-American Activities Committee
(HUAC), which in 1947 began probing "Communist infiltration"
into the movie industry.
It's not that De Niro's character, David Merrill, doesn't want to
divulge his prief flirtation with leftist causes, The Committee
wants him to name names, to implicate some of his closest friends.
His refusal to do so lands Merrill on the blacklist, unable to find
work in L.A, or New York, shadowed constantly by the FBI. In the
end, Merrill is forced into a dramatic confrontation with the
congressmen, one of whom porkily resembles Jesse Helms.
De Niro plays his role low-key and controlled - this is probably the closest we've come yet to seeing the "real" Robert De Niro
on film. His Merrill is not a
flamboyant show biz idol but
rather a hard-watking
journeyman, an average guy
who can't unden;tand why he's been targeted by HUAC, All too
soon, he learns about the power of the Committee: a friend makes
a bonfire of books that might be deemed un-American (J.D.
Salinger, James Joyce, Mark Twain); another director, played by
Martin 5corsese, flees to London, abandoning a movie halfway
through; and an unstable actress ('Thirtysomething's" Patricia
Wettig in a red wig) commits suicide.
When his own career is derailed by the blacklist, Merrill is
forced to seek financial support from his ex-wife, played by
Annette Bening. (Bening, who sizzled as the sexy girlfriend in "The
Grifters," seems more like a young Doris Day in this outing, and
has little to do but look concerned.) The final blow comes when
best pal "Bunny" Baxter (George Wendt of "Cheers") begs Merrill
to give him permission to testify against Merrill to save his own fat
skin.
By now, Merrill is ready to blow - and he does in the film's
best scene, an apparent echo of the famous real-life confrontation
between lawyer Joseph Welch and Senator Joe McCarthy. "Don't
you have an ounce of decency?" cries Merrill. "Shame on you."
There was plenty of shame to go around in those dark days. A
lot of Hollywood big shots survived only by testifying against
former friends and colleagues, Unfortunately, Winkler has chosen
not to point the finger at some of those famous finks, although he
does give us constant references to the real Hollywood of the time,
Daryl Zanuck (Ben Piazza) appears as Merrill's mentor, and in one
amusing scene we glimpse the stage set and see the dancen; as an
off-screen Marilyn Monroe sings "Diamonds Are a Girl's Best
Friend."
There is a thinly veiled blast at Broadway director Abe Burrows,
who sold out to HUAC, but you really have to know your movie
history to grasp the connection between the director played by
5corsese and real-life moviemaker Joseph Losey, who split for
England when the heat was on.
I wish Winkler had been angrier, so angry that, unlike Merrill,
he had wanted to name names, It would have made for a better
movie. With rueful sorrow the strongest emotion at play, we end
up with a predictable plot and characters who seem like mere
devices to keep it moving along, We know from the start who the
good guys and bad guys are_ Winkler has done a fine job of recreating the look and feel of the 1950s - the clothes, can; and
home furnishings are perfect, But in so doing, he seems to have
encapsulated the movie in some distant past, preserved as
passionlessly as a museum diorama.
"Guilty by Suspicion" is an honorable, intelligent movie, It
should have been angrier, dishier, We need the cinematic equivalent of a phosphorous grenade to recount this tale of political
cynicism and national cowardice, We need these lessons more than
ever nowadays, as smear campaigns, patriotic posturing and
censorship seem to be making a comeback both locally and
nationally. They, of course, are the real un-American activities_

screen

P.1er Wtyl

FRESH

A naive young
tographer is about to dsoover the danger 01 mixing business with pleasure
when he accepts a cash advance to
secretly videotape a suspected embezzler. He soon finds his subject more
compening than he had ever imagined.
Wilh Chuch Vincent, Tim Gail and Kim
Lambert.
King Ralph A royal pain. That lovable lug
John Goodman stars as a Las Vegas
enlertainer who becomes King of England when a freak acddenl wipes out
lhe royallamily. Aller some predictable,
ham-handed, bull-in-a.-china shop gags,
the laughs die out quickly. With Peler
O'Toole and John Hurt, who must have
needed the money.

is hired to fight a major aulomolive
Opposing counsel is his daughter, which
he finds a III11e unnerving, 10 say the
least. With Gene Hackman and Maty
EliZabeth Mastrantonio.
Dance. WIth WoI_ Kevin Costner's
epic ravives the Western lrom a Native
American perspective. Beautifulyfilmed,
willi astirring narrative, even ~theissues
are somewhal oversimplified. With
Costner and a strong supporting cast

Defending YOIr life Allert Brooks wroI9,
directed and starred in this thing about
the problemallcal alle~ife. Brooks and
Meryl Slreep, among others, are on trial

ler will present this modem rock adaptalion of the Gospel accordng 10 St.
Matthew. Through April 7. Eve performances are Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays at 8 pm, Sundays al 3 pm .
The Schoolhouse Arts Center is Iocaled
100 yeards north 01 the intersection 01
roules 114 and 35 in Sebago Lake V~
lage. Ticke1S are $10 for adults, $8 for
\hoseover62andunderl2. Forreservalions, call 642-3743.
Myatery Cafe Solve 'Mulder althe Cafe
Noir" over a gounnetcinner at Portland's
only dinner theater, SalUrday nights at
The Baker's Table. 434 Fore SI, Portland. For more information, call 8831035.
The Oakland BaM.t wiN perform 'Carmina
Burana,' which combines Ca~ Orffs
music wilh John Bu1le(s choreography.
as well as the classic one-act ballet 'Les
Sylphides,' one ofthe revotutionatywor1<s
ol1hiscentury, which blends the music 01
Chopin wi1h Mikhail Fokine's choreography. March 28, aI7:30 pm, in Portland
City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle SI, Portland. Ticke1S are $25,$20, $15 and 510.
To make reservationS, call 772-8630.
-Pippin" The Originals present this hil
rooslcal by Slephen Schwartz, the creator 01"Go\lSpell.· March 28-30 and April
4-6, aI7:30pm, althe Saco RiYerGrange
Hall, Salmon Falls Road, Bar Mills.
TICkets are 571$5. For reservations, call

Mr... Mra. Bridge Paul Newman and

movie star determined 10 change his
image and land the role 01 a tough homicidecop. His studio pulls strings and a
N.V.P.D. homicide de1ecliYe, played by
James Wood, finds himsell babysitting
while the actor does research in the
midst of a string 01 grisly roorders.
Home AI_ The sleeper h~ of the season. lun 01 cartoon violence set egainst a
Christmas backdrop. W~hJoe Pesciand
Daniel Slern.

~~,..

Perugina Chocolate Egg Hollow, with a Surprise inside!
Gift wrapped in 2 sizes
and ready for the Easter
Bunny to leave!
58 MARKET STREET, OLD
Open livery Dar Mon.

GREAT NORTHEAST PRODUCTIONS ,INC.

~5412.

gangsler mcwle. Great performances by
Ray Liotta, Robert De Niro and Joe Pesd
(who gol the Oscar he deserved).
Quilty by Su.plclon Robert De Niro is
accused 01 having Communist ties during the Redscareol\he'SOs. W~h Patricia
Wenig, George Wendt and Annene
Bening.

IUni W.., Michael J. Fox is a sucoessful

:EGGs

Ram laland D _ will present ile ~
ond performance in 'Signs 01 Life: i1S
lour-par1series 01perfomu KlIISin urique
settings. In 'Four Solos by American
Modern Dance Pioneers; seminal works
crealed by women at the bir1h of the art
form; the ~y w~1 perfOITII works
by Isadora Duncan, Helen T amiris, Ruth
SI. Denis and Doris Hu~ey, The
performance win be followed by a 'galIery talk· on women in dance by dance
Miller'. CronIng Joel Coen's convohislorian JiM Beck. April 5-6, at 7:30 pm,
luted Prohibition-era Mafia fable of viaat Hobe Sound Gafteries North, 58 Maine
!enCII, treachery, infidelity and IoyaltySI, Brunswick. Allllckets are $10. Resnot in that older. With Gabriel Byrne,
ervations are encouraged Call Ram Is-

In Judgement City for the way they lived
their lives.
"nIe ~ An exhilarating high, despile
Albert Finney and Mateia Gay Hatdin.
its bummer of a slOt)' line. Oliver Stone
land Dance al773-2562 for more inforapplies hiscolorful,hlgh-voltage style to New JKk City Ultra-violenl1hril1er aboul
mation and reservations.
\he rise 01 a New Vor1I <:nICk dealer and RIck Charette and the Bubble Gum
the saga of Jim Morrison, \he doomed,
\he oops who bring him down. The 1TIO'oIie,
DIonysian rock star, The many rtH:ntBand Concert wi. perform AprI5, at 7
clrecled by Mario Van Peebles, can't
allons of '60s' lifestyles are vMd, the
pm, at USM Pontand's gymnasium, 96
decide whether it's a bladl "Scarface' or
acting (by Val Kilmer as Morrison, with
Falmou1h St This e'ol9nl is a IundraIser
a cop buddy nick, bul it is notable lor its
Meg Ryan and Kyle Maclachlan, among
for the MalneChlIdren'S canoer Program.
talenled African American cast, partIc:uothers) is good, and the muslc is terrifIC.
T1cke1s are $7 in advance, or $9 at lie
Iarty rapper Ice T as a sensitive narc and
For All MMklnd AI Reinert's documendoor. For more information, cal 77Scomedian Chris Rock as a cradl addict,
tary of how the U,S. sweated to place
5481.
AIIIo starTing PofIand's own Judd Nelson "Tent MHtIng" Mad Horse Thea1nI prebiIions of tax dollars on the moon. Oh
as a biker turned cop.
yes,24 people went there, too. But then,
sents this InleOSll, offbeal and provocathey came back. Extensive use 01 firstlive story 01 a southem evange\isl and
person interviews and seIdom-seen film
his son anddaughterdaaling with events
lootage.
that occur when a mysterious baby Is
OoodFeiIa The moYie thaI should haw
procJaimed the second coming of Jesus
won the Oscar. Martin Scofsese's btUChrist. A chilling vision of talil and faHant, horrifying and funnypOftraitof smaInaticism, and 01 the III- 01 religion in
time Mafia hoods demythologizes the
modemille. Runs April 4-28. Thursday&

Er-I~I'-l ~§

KET

-GodapeI'" The Schoolhouse AIls Cen-

c-r Opporlunltle. On

• Continued from 10-day CALENDAR

General Cinemas

, ......~,"", Kidder.Peaboc!y

1

1l1,1~

Nickelodeon

What are you waiting for?

,

Entertainment

WHAT'S
'WHERE

STAGE

SILVER
SCREEN

GIsco Bay Wukly

Friday at 8 pm, Sunday at7 pm, al Mad
Horse Theatre, 955 ForeslAve, Portland.
Tickels are $12-$15. For information or
reservations, caH 797-3338.
"The WIzard of Oz" wi. be presenled by
the Win<ilam Center Stage Theatre on
March 29 a17 pm, and March 30 at 1 :30
pm. TICke1S are $81$5, and group rates
are available. For more inlormation, call
892-2616 or 774-7926.
"Wolf lit the Door" The Portland Stage
Company presen1S this new play about
lhe corJllleXilies 01 one family's struggle
to survive in a town where poverty and
fallering indus1ry have become the norm.
Bound logether by both love and guilt,
lhey communicate in a way that transoends the limitalionsof time and space.
Showing April 9-28, at Portland Stage
Co., 25A Forest Ave, Portland. TlckelS
are 510-$24. For reservations, call 774-

Joanne Woodward are a repressed and
depressed couple in this comedy about
a staid and decorous middle-class marriage slowly stirring 10 lile in the Kansas
City of the '305 and '405.
Perfect Wupon Jeff Speakman is a
martial arts master who must choose
betweenlamilyileandhislndependence
when he journeys home to track down
his mentors murderer. This plot was
0465.
bought off the radl at K-Mart.
SIlence of the Lamb. W~h ou1Slanding
performances from Jodie Foster as an
FBI agent and Anthony Hopkins as a
criminally insane psychiatrist, cirector
Jonathan Denvne ("Something Wikr)
Acting Lfta_ The Cenler lor Perforcreales a darkly dislurbing movie about
mance Studies, in Its fifth year 01 offering
serial killers. Denvne gives the aucience
acting classes lor adulls and kids, will
a clear, objective view 01 events while
begin lis spring session during the week
simultaneously plunging us deep inside
of April 6. Beginning and advanced
them, and the overall effect may be more
classes lor kids (ages 9-13) wi. be held
than some moviegoers can handle.
weekday allemoons and Saturdays. An
Nevertheless, it's a brilllan~ scary piece
intensive high school workshop, de01 entertainment.
signed 10 prepare high school performTeen8lle Mutant Ninja TLWtIea II: Se·
ers for character work and auditions, will
c ...t of the Ooze Martial arts pudde
be held Saturday alternoons. AduH bepuppies fight evil, eat pizza, play rock
ginning classes will be held weekday
music, lislen 10 rap. Hold me down,
eves Irom5:30-7:30 pm and from 7:30someone. I just gollo see this flick.
9:30 pm. A SalUrday adult class may
Wings of Deal ... An angel falls in love
also be offered. Specialty classes this
with a trapeze artist and comes into the
session will be Improv/games, character
world 01 mortals to romance her, In
wor1l, scene study, speech for the stage
German, French and English. Direcled
and movernenl theater. All classes meet
by Wim Wanders. With Bruno Ganz,
once a week for 10weeksat the Porttand
So/veig Dommartin and Peler Falk.
Perfonning ArtsCenler, 25A Forest Ave,
Portland. For more Inlormatlon, cal 4-

NEVILLE BROTHERS
with Special Guest

IVAN NEVILLE
. Friday April 19, 8PM
Portland Campus Gym

Tickets Available at:
The USM Student Life Office (student
.,g,The Record Exchange (Old Port) and
' \[01+ Ticketron and Strawberries locations_

au

To Charge by Phone Call1-S00-3S2-S0S0

tchByder
April 4
Don't m1u U1ts
w1ld daaee partyl

-Little La.tln Lupe Lu"
"Good Golly Miss Molly"
-Break Out"
wI the Blue Dress On"
-Sock It to me Baby"
-Too Many FIsh in the Sea."

AUDITIONS

n

2n6.

• Continued 011 pgg.22

***

UPCOMING
CONCERTS

I

3128 .. Gil SCOTT-HERON $8
wI special guest Mercy Wheel
3129 .. Bim Skala Bim $5
4/5 &6 .. Broken Men $4
4n .. Jimmy Rogell $7
4/13 .. Bela Aeck $10

Serving Lunch and DInner Every Darn Day!

865F~~~~~A~~~~~

Inf•• 773-688&' Entertainment Hotline n5-2494

21

r
22
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r---------------------------- ____ _
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City of Portland's Public Health Division
$1.00 off Any Service with this coupon
From April 1 - 5, 1991
Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD) Clinic
Tues. & Thurs. 4 - 6pm e Fri. 11 :30 - 12:30
Third Floor, City Halle 874-8300 ext. 8784
Walk-In Clinic

Entertainment SATURDAY 3.30
The C.... (rock) Aqua Lounge, 5hort

• Cbnlinutd frcnn 1"'8t 21

--------------------------------,
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F E R .R 0 N
STEPHEN FEARING
CONNIE KALDOR
JAMES KEELAGHAN

STAGE
Pwfo",.,.forl.P.E.'sSUmmerEwnts
Inlown Portland Exchange is accepting
applicalions for enlertainers 10 pertonn
in the Old Port Festival, June 9; 5undays
in /he Old Port, Ihrough July & AuguSI;
and !he Noontime Performance 5eries,
summer-long. Anyone inleresled in
performing mayoblain an application by
wriling 10 I.P.E. al 477 Congress 51.
04101 , or by calling 772-6828. Applicalions are due by April 2.
Request for Summer In the Park Per·
fonne,. Porlland Recreation is seeking
diverse, original musical arlislS 10 hire lor
Ihe · 5ummer in !he Parks' program.
5end demo lapes or info 10 Ted
Musgrave, Portland Recrealion, Portland
Cily Hall, 389 Congress 51, Portland
04101 , or call 874-8793.
"ThankYou for Not Smoklllll" 5podighl
Thealre Co. will hold audilions April 1-2.
al7 pm, al23 Nevens 51., Portland. For
more information, call 775-3539.

o

AMADEUS MUSIC / STRAWBERRIES /
MACBEAN'S MUSIC
$12.00 at door
RESERVATIONS: 773-6205

CLUBS
is
always

loore

a...

formerly NAILS BY MARY

~

1/2
PRICE
SALE
for firsl
time rail

service

facials
color analysis
pedicures
jewelry
eyelash tinting
body waxing
781-7203 · 170 U.S . ROUTE 1 . SUITE 150 · FALMOUTH

BEST PLACES

Worst building: One City
Center

Best bar: Gritty McDuff's

A grotesque mass, a
triumph of ham-handed
design, an ultra-ugly,
festering wound on the rump
of Old Portland. We'd love to
level it. Still, it has its
strengths. Like what, you
ask?

A brew pub with a brew
pub's atmosphere. Welcome
to Ireland. A perilous place to
be on payday, what with the
best beer in Portland and all,

THURSDAY 3.28

The best place for the
pause that refreshes_ Kind of
an interesting building, too,
Or anyway, that's what we
hear. We've never seen it.

Best dance club: Zootz
Where the elite meet to
keep the beat.

SUNDAY 3.31

MONDAY 4.1

Final Four on Wlde·Screen TV (baskelball) Moose Alley, 46 Marl<.el 51,
PorUand. 774-5246.
Pop Secret (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Ferron (folk) 7:30 pm, al!he FirS! Parish
Moullon 5~ Portland. 774-<1444.
Church, 425 Congress 51, Portland. Part
Open Mlc with Randy Morabito (b.y.o.
of Ihe Canadian Festival Tour. TickelS:
jam) Raoul's, 865 Foresl Ave, Porlland.
$10 in advance , $12 al!he door. 773773-6886.
6205.
Open Mlc with KenGrirnsley(b.y.o.jam)
Wharfs End,S2WharfS~ Porlland. 773- Portland Symphony Youth Ensemble
(classical) 7:30 pm, in Portland Cily Hall
0093.
AudilOrium, 30 Myrtle 51. You!h Wind
Ensemble will perform Thomas Knox's
·5ea Songs' and 5hoslakovich 's · Folk
Dances.· Young People's 5lring Consort
will play Anlonio 5alieri's 5ymphony in D
and Lennon and McCartney's ·Eleanor
Kevin Midgley (blues) Grilly's, 396 Fore
Rigby ." TlCkels are $3 aoolls, $2 sludenlS
51, Portland. 772-2739.
and senior cilizens. 773-8191 .
Tue.day Night at the Movies (flick)

TUESDAY 4.2

Moose Alley, 46 Markel 51, Por~and .
774-5246.
Waite,. (rock) Old PortTavem.11 MoullOn
51, Portland. 774-0444.
Music of the Future with Debris Oazz) Open Mike Night with Peter Gleason
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra 4/4/91
Cafe No, 20 Danforlll 51, Portland. 772(b.y.o.jam) 5pring PoinlCale, 17SPicken
(classicaij 7:30 pm, Portland Cily Hall
8114.
51, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Audilorium, 30 Myrtle 51, Portland. A 26Tall Richard (blues) Grilly McDuff's, 396 Will Turner (acouslic) Wharfs End, 52
member orcheslta Ihat performs wilhoul
Fore 5~ Portland. 772-2739.
Wharf 51, Portland. 773-0093 .
a conduclor will perform worl<.s by Boyce,
Curt Bessette (acoustic) Horsefealhers,
Bach, Mendelssohn and Haydn.Tickels:

THURSDAY 3.28

UPCOMING
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$10.$25. 772-8630.
193 Middle 51, Portland . 773-3501.
WEDNESDft~
Boneheads (rock) Old Port Tavern, 1I
Alison Kraus. and Union Station 4/51
MoullOn 51, Portland. 774-0444.
•
91 (bluegrass) 8 pm, al Uniled Baplist
Swttt Icec:ub_ (rock) Spring Poinl Cale,
Church , 250 Main 51, LewislOn . Tickels:
175 Pickell 51, 5 . Portland . 767-4627. Acoustic Cla.slc: TBA (acouslic)
$10 sludenls, $8 seniors. 782-7228.
Tony Boffa Trio (rock) Tipperary Pub,
Horsefea!hers, 193 Middle 51, Portla nd. Old-Time Radio Gang 4/6/91 ('30$0 '4Os
5heralon Tara Holel, Maine Mall Rd, 5 . 773-3501 .
American counlry radio music) 8 pm, al
Pordand. 775-6161 .
Bachelor Night (xxx) Moose Aley, 46
Sebago Town Hall, Roule 107. (Tum left
Who Kn_? (rock) U5M, College Room Markel 51, Portland. 774-5246.
al Rich's slore; Town Hall will be 1 112
of Ihe campus Cenler, Bedford 51, Port- Blues Party (blues review) Raoul's, 865
miles 011 Route 114. Follow signs.)
land. 874-6598.
Foresl Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
5pirHed fiddle lunes, gospel songs, train
Zan. Michael Raven (acoustic) Wharfs
songs, and ballads Ihallell lales of Ihe
Depression, of heartbreak and love.
End, 52 Wharf 51, Portland. 773-0093.
AoohsS6, seniorcilizens(60 and up) $5,
children under 12 $2.50. 787-2962.
The Southern Maine Music Society
DeeJay(dance)AquaLounge,5hort5ands
and The Boy Singers of Maine 4/6191
Rd, Yorl<.. 363-7578.
(choral) 7 :30 pm, al !he 5tale 5ltael
Tony Gaboury Quartet Featuring Ben The Moon, 425 Fore 51, Portland. Open
Church Chapel, 159 51ale 5t, PorUand.
Street Gau) Cafe No, 20 Danlorth 5t,
nighlly,8 pmon ... Fri-Sal unlil3 am. No
The orcheslra will perform works by J .5 .
Portland. 772-6114.
cover. 871-0663.
Bach , Grieg and Gounod. The Boy
Automatics (rock) Hor.;efealhers, 193 Salut_, 20 Milk51, Portland. Open nighlly
51ngers will sing works by Handel and
Middle 51, Portland. 773-3501 .
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Buxtehude. Admission: aoolls $8 , chilBrok.en Men (rock) MOOSQ Alley, 46 Mar- T ·Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd 51, Portland. Fridren under 12 free. 797-4739.
kat 5t, Portland. 774-5246.
5al, Dancing '50s 30 '60s; Wed, Contam- Annual Maine Handbell FHtlva14/6/91
. . .h. . . (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
poraries. 773-8040.
(handball ringing) 7 pm, Monmoulh
Mouhon SI, Portland. 774-0«4.
w.-.houM Chem Free Dance Club. 29 Academy gymnasium, Monmoulh .
Daylong rehearsals and clnics for !roGIl acott HeNrI (jazz, link, rap) Raoul's,
ForestAw. Portland. Progr.essivemuslc.
s\cianstrom!hraestalesandlourGrealer
865 Foresl Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Thu: College cisoount. Fn-5al, 9 pm-l
Portland beUringing groups, culminating
SwIft lcecw..(rock) Spring Poinleafe
am. 874-9770.
in public concert 8t 7 pm. Donalions: $2
175 Picken 51, 5 . Portland. 767-4627. ' Zootz, 31. Foresl 51, Porlla~d. Wed:
per person, $5 per farTily. 933-2966.
Curt leAette (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
P,rogressryes. Thu: J~mp. Fn: DeeJayl
5heraton Tara Hotel, Mme Man Rd. S.
live MUSIC; 5al; Cunlng Edge Dance;
PorIand. 775-6161 ,
5un: Requesl Night. 773-8187.

Moxie Men, best acoustic band
Best chamber music
ensemble: Portland
String Quartet
We'd like to hire these
people for romantic evenings
at home, quiet mornings on
the front porch, elegant
luncheons on the veranda
and long, hot baths at the end
of the day. In fact, we intend
to kidnap the PSQ any day
now,

Best bowling alley: Big 20
Proof posi ti ve that
candlepin bowling is here to
stay. Friendly people, nice
atmosphere, Set 'em up, Joe.

Best recording studio:
Studio 3
So ya wanna be a rock and
roll star? Bring your instrunents and about a mile of
:ape to Studio 3, spend a few
jays recording, mixing and
• nastering_Then go collect
" rour Grammy.

Best vocalist: Darien
Brahms
The voice of reasonable
unreason, something your
ears will recommend to your
brain,

Best solo acoustic
performer: Darien
Brahms

..

A Darien a day keeps the
doctor at bay.

~

FRIDAY 3.29

DANCING

Best mom and pop store:
Mellen Street Market
The family that sells
together, swells together_

Best place to be alone:
Home
Home is where the heart
is, where all your favorite
stuff is, the one place you can
let down your hair and just
be yourself. However, if you
go home one evening this
summer and find your house
filled with rude, loudly
dressed people, you'll find
the explanation for this
intrusion under "Best Place to

One City Center, best
new building, worst
building
and besides, you can't get
any condoms there. Yet_
And from what we hear,
you'll need them _..

Best place for a condom
machine: Deering Oaks
Listen up, City Hall: It's
OK to rent ice skates and
sell Christmas trees and all
that, but what the people
really want to see in
Deering Oaks is some
serious protection. One
more patrol car won't do it.

Best neighborhood to
garbage. pick In: the West

End
Expect to see the CBW
editorial staff up on Bramhall

Best old building:
Longfellow House

BODY 5CULPTING THROUGH
WEIGHT TRAINING

Aerobics alone don't
work. Talk to me about
effectively changing
your body shape.
Does it work? I'm 48.

LEAH ARANOVITCH,
B.A .• MA
• EXPERIENCED
INSTRUCTOR
• CHAMPION
BODY BUILDER

OFFERING BEGINNING
WEIGHT TRAINING
for men, women &
teens
• ONE-ON·ONE
• SMALL GROUP
INSTRUCTION

6 WEEK
GROUP SESSIONS
NOW FORMING

A sentimental favorite, We
have no trouble imagining
old Henry Wadsworth
having a barbecue in the
front yard. We'd have no
objection to someone tearing
down the ultra-large, ultramodern, electric razor-cum·
bank next door to it, either.

CALL 284-5376

Best building designed by
I.M. Pel: PMA
The red brick Louvre on
Free Street. Pei should be
pleased.

Best new building: One
City Center
An imposing mass, a
triumph of futuristic restatement of existing architectural
values, a multifaceted
structure in the heart of Old
Portland. We love it.

Editor's Choice - Best
place for a picnic:
Deering Oaks
A beautiful place to take
the kids, Don't forget the bug
spray and the mustard, and,
oh yes, a hefty box of prophylactics. Why "prophylactics" ?
Because the kids know what
condoms are - we hope -

Street on Portland's next big
item trash day - and once or
twice a week, just after
dinner. A penny saved is a
penny earned.

Fun & Frivolity

Come Experience
Portland'sBest Sports
Participation Club
PGUlT
BILLJAJlDS
39 Fotut Ave. btown Po rtland
NC!). ( to Zootz. BchJn d L'u Sones la
17;-1944

Darien Brahms, best solo
acoustic performer
Editor'. Choice - The
hardest.worklng woman
In Portland show biz:
Darien Brahms
Without a doubt, Brahms
works harder, plays more
gigs, writes more good tunes
and breaks more strings than
90 percent of the people on
the Portland club scene and she's improving all the
time. If she keeps this up,
we'll all be saying, "Oh yeah,
Darien Brahms. We used to
see her at Gritty's." And the
response is going to be
'Wow! Really?" Really.

FOR ALL MANKIND
From 1968';11 J972.

_1Ily!OUT "",""II

bei",,, 'MWII"O 1M moo", TJwir journey
lillu as dt.e

One City Center, best public restroom

11

THE BODY
FI RIVI

Best public restroom: One
City Center

SATURDAY 3.30

WEDNESDAY 4.3

TICKETS: $10.00 advance at

NDULGENCES

CERTS

MONDAY 4.1

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3, 7:30 PM
fIRST PARISH CHURCH
425 Congress St. Portland

~~~.,~~~~~~~~.~~,,#,

CON

5ands Rd. York. 36$-7578.
Tony Gaboury Quartet Featuring Ben
Strvet ijazz) Cafe No, 20 Danforth 51,
Portland. 772-8114.
Automatics (rock) Hor.;efea!hers, 193
Middle 51, Portland. 773-3501.
Broken Men (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Markel 51, Portland. 774-5246.
Boneheads (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moullon 51, Portland. 774-0444.
Adrian Walker (acoustic) Port Billiards'
Wrong Brolhers Pub, 39 Foresl Ave,
Gil Scott Heron (rock) 9 pm, al Raoul's
Portland. 775-1944.
Roadside Allraction, 865 Foresl Ave,
Blm Skala 81m (ska) Raoul's. 865 ForeS!
Portland. TickelS: $8. 773-8686.
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Shirley Lewl. Experience (rock) 5pring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickell 51, 5 . Portland.
767-4627.
Curt . . .ette (acouslic) Tipperary Pub,
5heralon Tara Holel, Maine Mall Rd, 5 . Blm Skala Blm (ska) 9 pm, at Raoul's
Portland. 775-6161 .
Roadside Allraction, 865 Foresl Ave,
PorUand. $5 al door. 773-6886.
Music Educator's Jazz/Jam Ses.lon,
2 pm, al Verrillo's Reslauranl, Turnpike
exil 8. Lasl session of the season wilh
lhe Phil Verrill Fusion Band. 846-97-41.
Cafe No Jazz Jam, open Jam session
wnh rhythm seclion (byo jazz) Cafe No,
20 Danforth 5t, Portland. 772-6114.
DeIIIah(rock)OIdPorITavem,l1 Moullon
51, Portland. 774-0444.
Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom (clas- Alternative Medi um. Concert with
sical) Porlland Regency, 20 Milk 5~
Darien Brahms and lhe Soulminers,
Portland. 774-4200.
Knols-N-Crosses and olhers. 8 pm, al
Zootz, 31 Foresl Ave, PorUand. Mingle
Ken Grimsley and Jeremy Lester
and dance afterwards. This show will
(acouslic) Wharrs End, 52 Wharf 51,
cosl you $6. all of which Allernalive
Portland. 773·0093.
Mediums will donale 10 agencies Ihal
provide services for people wilh AID5
and AID5-r0laled illnesses. For more
informalion call 799-027S .

Classical Music in the
Portl~d City Hall Auditorium and the Mar-Jo Sym.
[
phony Orchestra and Hysterical Marching Society_
;; However, the PSO pulled
- through at the end to win by
a note_

~tO.w fotff !KJPESJ{OIPE

)

For all ye migh~y wind related needs.

NOW OPEN
FOR THE SEASON

~~~

3 Wharf Street, Portland, ME 04101871.0035
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Gulf of Maine
Independent

Booksellers

Editor's Choice - Best
jazz club: Cafe No
Most Portland clubs get by
on local talent - which is
considerable - and let the
really big·money places pull
in the really big names. Cafe
No's philosophy seems to be
"Anything worth doing is
worth overdoing." Though
the crowds are often small,
the No's owners, David
Snow and Paul Lichter,
consistently go all out to
bring in the biggest, bestest
jazz acts on the East Coast.
There's nothing you can hear
on a Friday night in New

1

PORTLAND

Continued from page 11

Best place for people
watching: Green
Mountain Coffee Routers
Specifically, the benches
out front. Margaret Meade
herself could find no better
place to observe. And what a
peruliar tribe, too.

For
Ordinal'Y

BEST MEDIA

Best radio deejay: Mark
Persky, WBLM
An utterly unsurprising
candidate. Actually, Persky,
we recognize your handwrit.
ing. Only one CBW to a
customer from now on, OK?

Beginning &
Advanced AcLing

Shakespeare
Voice
Comedy

Games

774-2776

Best place to send
tourists: Home

Best advertising agency:
That's an oxymoron.

People.

Center for
Performance
Studies

Best place to take
visitors: Portland Head
Light, Two Lights State
Parle
A tie. What is it about
lighthouses, anyway? What's
wrong with the jetport?
They've got a sort of lighthouse there, you know. And
it's ever so much easier to get
them on a plane at the jetport.
Where should your visitors
go from there?

Gulf of
Maine
Books

Classes begin
April 8

729-5083
St • Brunswick

Maine State Academy of Hair Design
Proudly Presents

Style In The Nineties
To benefit the United Way on Saturday, April 20, 1991,
Maine State Academy of Hair Design, Print Media
&the United Way will present the

Green Mountain Coffee Roasters, best place to be s~n
Best place to be seen:
Green Mountain Coffee
Roasters
Green Mountain is rotten
with famous and soon-ta-befamous anthropologists,
among others. What better
place to display your pedigree?

York City that you can't hear
sooner or later at the No. And
local jazz talent, heretofore all
but invisible, has found a
showcase at last at Cafe No.
A truly heroic enterprise.

Best comedy ad: Abrams
and Anderson
Funnier than Masters and
Johnson, funnier than Sears
and Roebuck, funnier by far
than Simon and Garfunkel.

-Best
rock radio station to hear
over your braces while
standing next to an open
refrigerator: WBLM
We've tried, but we can't
find a way to get the letters
WBLM to match "Radio Free
Antarctica."

'<

Best adlvlst: In order of
popularity, ~1 David
Koplow, ~2 Tom Andrews
It says something - we're

'".

~

,

Best graffiti: "If voting changed the system It would be Illegall"
March 25, American tanks
were seen rolling toward
Baghdad to "intimidate"
Saddam Hussein. We've also
been told that the mounting
insurrection in Iraq promises
greater instability in the
region, very likely culminating in a long and bloody civil
war - much like Lebanon's,
which has been going on as
long as anybod y can remember. Oh, well. At least we've
licked that "Vietnam thing,"
or so says George Bush.

u

.

Best TV hair: Cindy
Williams, Channel 6
Fluffy and flattering.
Sculptural. Really good hair.

Best Jock McKernan Joke:
Re·electlon

Best stupid political
stunt: anti-Robin
Lambert flyer
Best state legislator: Herb
By unanimous acclaim. If
Adams
anyone has moved here
A true man of the people.
recently from Georgia or
Herb Adams is in there
Alabama, he or she may be
fighting for us all.
pleasantly surprised to find
that Maine has a good supply
Editor's Choice - Best
of ditz-headed, conservative
state legislator with bad ~ bigots. More than we can
hair: Herb Adams
handle, actually.
No wonder he's fighting.
Go see Bob the Barber, Herb.
Most Idiotic new law:
A trim is only $4.50. You'll
boot law
feel like a new man.
We're not sure if this
qualifies as a "new law," but
we're dead sure that it
qualifies as "idiotic."

,

not sure what - about the
state of activism here in
Portland, when the first
choice for "best activist" is a
guy who hasn't been in
Portland for a dog's age, and
the serond choice is a guy
who hasn't been active
locally since he started on his
election campaign. Come to
think of it, that may say
something - again, we don't
know what - about Maine's
alternative media.
Best abuse of taxpayers'
money: Gulf War
Everybody's favorite hole.
Last time we looked, American planes were still patrol.
ling the skies over Iraq. As of

Best place to be treated
like dirt: Department of
Motor Vehicles
It's so convenient. Drive
up, get out, walk in, piss off.
Prepare to stay awhile, too.
Bureaucrats!

Beft place to hear live
music: Raoul's
Without a doubt the most
completely eclectic selection
of top acts under one very
hip roof. (A little carpentry
humor there.) Good food,
good drink, good God, let's
boogie.

BEST GOVERNMENT

Mark Persky, best radio deejay

Worst TV hair: Kim Block,
Channel 13
Looks like bleached-out
Astroturf. Definitely not
human. Who's doing the
make-up over there, Tammy
Faye Bakker?

Best place to find
significant others: CBW
Personals
SO seeks OSO for fWl and
friendship. SID, OK S &: M,
maybe. QWERTY. considered, as well as YUIOP. AB,
CD puppy? L, MNO puppy.
OSAR! ICMPN. R, SVP.

Best graffiti: "If voting
changed the system It
would be Illegal!"
True. In the wming "New
World Order" of George
Bush and the Republican
Right, voting will be obsolete
anyway. Who will rule? The
people who can afford to. See
'Worst polluter" in the "Best
government" file below.

-Best
rock radio station to
bleed all over the band
and make It difficult to
tune In WMPG: WBLM

~,

With support from our friends ...

For rates & more
Information call
Holly, Rose, Marilyn,
Maureen or Cary
at 775-6601.

Editor's Choices - Best
rock radio station to be
heard from Portland to
Bangor: WBLM

. -,;> ~ '.
...
.
,
.,

Editor's Choice - Best
place to be seen
watching people drinking
coffee: Green Mountain
Coffee ROlfsters

WXGL, well, WTOS, WMGX, WGAN, WYNZ, YIOl, WPKM, WSTG,
Strictly, Formal, Squire Morgans, Horsefeatbers, Holiday Inn (By The
Bay&: West), Sport Une Trophy, Casco Bay Weekly, Face Magazine,

Don't miss the
advertising
deadline on
Friday, April 12.

Best rock radio station:
WBLM
All the hits, all the time.
Home of the Captain and
Mark Persky - and a mighty
powerful transmitter.

Best media personality:
Cupo, Channel 6
Through rain and sleet
and dark of commercial, Joe
is there to charm us and
disarm us.

at the Portland Gty Hall Auditorium. TIckets can be
purchased in advance at ali 4 school locations in Portland,
Saeo, Waterville or Brewer. The cost is $9.00 in advance or
$10.00 at the door the day of the show. For further ticket
information call1-800-541-3550.

Our next
Quarterly
Wellness Report
is April 18.

Mm:h 28, 1991

Best typo In a local
pUblication: Maine Times,
March 22, 1991
''The prolbem with the
downtown management
district..." This little prolbem
appears on page 5. The
prolbem is that "prolbem" is
in half-inch hihg lettering.
We don't have those
prolbems here. We're utterly
reliable messingers. .

'oe

2nd Annual Hair and Fashion Show

Printex Printing Systems, Public Cable...
And a lot more friends!

got to keep up the payments.
Keep up the good-to-excellent work!

'oe

Cupo, best-dressed public figure

Editor's Choice - Most
missed musical venue:
Tree Cafe
Every time we pass the
Tree, we think of what went
down there once upon a time
and what could have been.
We wonder, this late in the
game, is it really gone for
good? Isn't there anyone out
there with the money and the
vision to bring the Tree back
to life?

Best classical radio
station: MPBN
There are other good
stations out there that play
Bach, Beethoven and Mozart,
and all the rest of them
highfalutin Greeks. But
Where else can you hear
Robert J.-Lurtsema on
Morning Pro Musica?
Best noncommercial
radio station: WMPG
The product is right, and
so is the price - but we've

Best city/town council
member: Mayor Connelly
Mayor Connelly r~ceived a
grand total of two votes. As
far as we know, there is no
Mayor Connelly in Greater
Portland. Would Mayor
O'Donnell do?

Dogman sighted In
Saudi Arabia
One factor that may have helped David 'The Dogman"
Koplow roundly defeat Congressman Tom Andrews was the
international exposure Koplow received after his likeness was
broadcast by CNN during the Persian Gulf War.
Koplow was the subject of national media attention in 1989
after the city of Portland arrested him and impounded his dogs.
''The Dogman," who had racked up hundreds of violations of
Portland's leash laws, became the subject of considerable local
and some national media attention. Hundreds of T-shirts were
sold, featuring a CBW photograph of Koplow's arrest and the
slogan "HANDS OFF THE DOGMAN." But Koplow's publicity
subsided after several months, and he left Portland sometime
during 1990.
Then shortly after war broke out in the Middle East, a
disheveled and slightly overweight journalist was spotted on
CNN and other networks -live from Wlidentified press
briefings in Saudi Arabia - wearing none other than a
"HANDS OFF THE DOGMAN" T-shirt.
A recent long-distance phone call wnfirmed that the journalist was Geoff Davidian, formerly of the Portland Press Herald,
who had gone to the Persian Gulf to report on the war for the
Houston Chronic/e. Davidian said that he had just returned from
an all·night trip to the front when it was annoWlced that U.S.
General "Stormin' Norman" Schwarzkopf would hold a rare
press briefing in Dhahran. Unable to collect clean dothes from
his hotel, Davidian attended the widely televised media event
in his Koplow T-shirt.
"I wasn't trying to make a political statement or anything,"
said Davidian. '1 was just out of laundry."

Continued on page 14
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Best.dressed public
figure: Joe CUpo,
Channel 6
A sartorial superman.
Where do you get those ties,
Joe?
Worst.dressed public
figure: Kim Block,
Channel 13
We'll say this: what she
wears goes very well with her
hair. Lucky for Kim, she's a
sharp reporter and a very
attractive person - despite
Channel 13's attempt to
disguise that fact.

spdt.ely
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Best person to punch out:
In order of popularity, *1
Joe Soley, *2Saddam
Hussein, *3 Monte
Paulsen
We're not surprised by the
nominees, but we're a little

484 Congress Street

Portland, Maine 04101
774-12410 Sunday 12-4

Monday-Saturday 10:30-5:30

quarters of a pound, to the
Laurie Babineau/Bying
Eye's half-pound effort. But
the Galley /Curfew ballots
were brought here in one
lump, whereas the Laurie
Babineau/Flying Eye ballots
were carefully folded and
mailed individually at
considerable expense to that
group. The envelopes alone
weighed half a pound, and
took an extra 45 minutes to
open. We respect that kind of
stupidity. Congratulations.
Don't do it again.
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S.D. Warren, worst polluter

BEST PEOPLE

If
You're
Single,

Best bartender: Dan at
Gritty's
Having Dan pour you a
pint of bitter is like having St.
Patrick himself polish your
halo.

Best waltperson: Laurie
Adams at Steve 61 Renee's
Diner
Everything Laurie serves
tastes a little bit better than it
otherwise might have.
Best cabbie: Andre
Kruppa at ABC Taxi
The best way to see
Portland is over Andre's
shoulder.
Best cop:
Michael Chitwood
True. Also the most visible
cop. As a great director once
said of Humphrey Bogart,
"The camera loves him."
Best panhandler:
Vietnam Vet
"Can you spare some
change for a Vietnam vet?" If
you haven't heard ·that line,
you haven't been to Portland.

We're
Free
Trying to meet someone
new? Try Casco Bay
Weekly's Personal Call*.
On FAX FREE
THURSDAY fax your ad
of 30 words or less to
775-1615 between gam
and 4pm and get your
Personal Cal~ ad
absolutely FREE. Don't
forget to include your
name, address & phone
number so we can send
you your Personal Cal~
number.
For more information
about Casco Bay Weekly
personal ads, Personal
Call* and FAX FREE
THURSDAY call us at
775-6601.

Only one day before last year's primary election, on June 11,
anonymous flyers that labeled Republican candidate Robin
Lambert a homosexual were mailed to District 30 Republicans.
"It is very important that you go to the polls and vote against
Mr. 'Robin' Lambert," the pamphlet said, "unless you want to
be represented by a so-called 'gay.'" Lambert lost the primary
to Karen Evans by fewer than 200 votes.
An investigation undertaken by the state didn't uncover
who was responSible for the pamphlet. But this January the
father and son duo of William Harrigan and John Harrigan
came forward and said they were responsible for the pamphlet.
Only three weeks later, John Harrigan recanted his confession,
though father William stood by his. Lambert and others have
voiced doubt that William Harrigan had the resources or the
wherewithal to produce the pamphlets, but the state investigation hasn't turned up anyone else.
Both Harrigans have announced their candidacy for
Portland's City Council. Election Day is May 7.

OPENING

Best person to Ignore:
Jack Fox
Fox lives on Frostwick
Avenue in South Portland.
We're not sure why everybody wants him to be
ignored, but so many people
voted Fox "Best person to
ignore" that we sincerely
doubt if he will ever be
ignored again. He's a celebrity, now.
Editor's Choice - Best
ballot.stuffing Job: Laurie
Babineau for Best
painter/Hying Eye for
Best rock band, The
Galley for Best dinner
Joint/Curfew for Best
rock band.
A tie. Technically, the
Galley/Curfew group had
more ballots, about three-

gift of

Art Gallery at Six Deering Street,
PorUand. A preview· reception will be
held March 29 , from6-9pm , for'Creative
Continuity; Two Generations,' an exhi·
bitlon of works by actor·painter Zero
Mostel and his artist son , Tobias Mostel.
There will also be an open house f~arch
30, from 11 am-5 pm. Show continues
through April 26. Gallery hours : Tue-Sa~
11 am-5 pm. the first two weeks of the
month ; thereafter, by chance or appl
Barrldon Callerle., 26 Free St, POr1·
land. T~ere will be an opening reception
on Apnl 4, from 5-7 pm. for an exhibition
of wor~ from a hundred LEGENDS, a
portfolio of art work by 126 men. women
and children with AIDS from across the
country. Don Ruddy, who conceived the
i~a of the exhibit, and will be present,
thInks the country has listened long
enough to politicians and medical ex·
perts, and should now hear from people
with AIDS. This exhibit presents a range
of artistic voices, as well as media painting, drawing, photography, fiction,
poetry, rrusicand more. Hours: Mon·FrI.
10 am-5 pm; Sat 12· 4 pm. n2-5011 .
Evans Callery, 7 Pleasant St, Portland.
An opening reception will be held March
28. from 5·7 pm, for a show of platinum
prints by Carl Austin Hyatt, including
recent nudes and landscapes. The
platinum printing process was wi~1y
used between 1879 and 1938, until sil·
ver replaced platinum as an inexpensive
alternative. The image of aplatinumprtnt
seems imbedded in the paper. rather
than on topofit, and hasa wide range of
tones that lend the photo a lyricism and
~licacy unique to the platinum process.
Hyatt·s nudes are studies of shapes and
texture, light andshadow. His landscapes
are images of the saK piles of Portsmouth
harbor, and simple, elegant church interiors. Gallery hours: Tue-Fri, 10 am-6
pm;Sat. 11 am-4pm;orbyappointment.
879-0042.
HenerOlln Gall." In the Wellehan
Library, SI. Joseph's College, on
Sebago Lake in Standish . A reception
will be held April 4, from 4·6 pm, for the
artists featured in the annual, mixed
media College Invitational Art Show, on
exhibit through April 19. Library hours:
Mon·Thurs, 8am-l1 pm; Fri,8am-5pm ;
Sat-Sun , 10 am-5 pm. 892-6766. ext.
2316.

AROUND TOWN

puzzled by the order. Isn't it
backwards? Take our advice,
Joe. If a guy named Norman
shows up at your door in
desert fatigues, don't answer.
Especially if he' s wearing
four stars on his oollar.

Gay bashing smears
a Portland primary

Let t£aster
6ring tfie
Spring!

n2·9605.

h

Worst polluter: S.D.
Warren
What is this item doing in
the "Best government" file?
The great majority of Greater
Portland's people hate what
S.D. Warren does, and yet
S.D. Warren does pretty
much what it pleases, year in
and year out. How can that
be? See "Best graffiti" in the
"Best media" file. Then tell us
who you think is running this
place.

ART
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BEST STUFF
Best antique store: F. O.
Bailey
This is the kind of place
Indiana Jones would break
into in the dead of night.
There are no creepy-crawlies
here, but there are plenty of
rare and valuable artifacts.

Alberta'. Cafe, 21 Pleasant St. PorUand.
Kathleen Sweeney exhibits her work
through May 1. n5-1514.
Area Galle", USM's Portland Campus
Center, Falmouth Street. "Images of
Labor" by Lym Schwarzer. Through April
6. Gallery hours: Mon·Fri. 7 am-1 0 pm;
Sat-Sun. 10 am-10 pm. 7804289.
The Art Gallery, 25 Forest Ave .• Portland. Alternative Mediums '91 presents
an exhib~ion of donated art works. Proceeds from the show wHI go \0 providing
seMces for people with AIDS and AIDS·
related illnesses. Through March 30.
HoulS: 12-6 pm, seven days a week.
799-0275.
The Baxter Callery, POr1land School of
Art, 619 Congress St, Portland. "Maine
Photographers 1991 :ajuriedexhibition
0/ 16 artists, induding Tonee Harbert,
Dick Durrance II. Ken Kunsler, Gretchen
Ebbesson, Jane Gilbert and Martha
Oatway. Showing through April 28 .
Gallery hours are Tue-Sun 11 am-4 pm,
open til 9 pm on Thursdays. 775·5152.
The Congo Renalnanc:e Callery, 576
Congress St, Portiand. Group show with
Johanna Moore, Bonny Nason, Adam
Clark. Eilene Elowitch , Laurie Austill,
Sara Cox , Jennifer Wagn is, Josh
Outerbridge, Elizabeth Jabar, Samm
Hawley, Marc Pellegier , Michael
Hofhelmer. Jamie Salomon , Chris
Hellman, Beth Zebol and Michael
Wolstall and Margo Kellar. Through April
1. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat, 11 :30 am5:30 pm. 773-1964.
Con lire•• Square Callery, 42 Exchange St, Portland. "Sculptors on Paper: an invilational show of the twodimensional image<y of sculptors. The
nine sculptors in the show are John Van
Alstine, Mary Anderson , Melita Brecher.
Christopher Gardner, Phil Kaelin, Hanien
Matthews, Patrick Plourde, Quint-Rose
and John Ventimiglia. On view through
April 6. Gallery hours: Mon· FrI, 10:30
am-5 pm; ooon-5 pm, Sat. n4-3369 .

orders.

UPTO

50%

OFF

HANDBAGS!
865-0552

WEARABLE
CREATIONS
576 CONGRESS ST. PORTlAND, ME 773·1964

SPRING TRAINING HAS BEGUN!

Who needs a
Ten Spot?

~
tIerifage

;::..=::,;~~P~~LATE
1NC.19M

Who doesn't? These days the gifts people appreciate
the most are the ones they can really use. Valid at
dozens of downtown businesses, Downtown Gift
CertlOcates are custouHIt lor all occ.ulOllS: Birthdays,
Annlversarys. Graduations, or just<ause-you're-anlce-penoD type of occasions.
Speak to your friends at any downtown People's
. ~ ~ . Heritage Bank about this perfect gift Idea - or caU lPE
.
at 772-6828.

Bank.

"Feed the whole famIly"
Open Sam [0 2pm 7 • days a weeld
Join the 1WILIGHT LEAGUE for Breakfast!
Friday & Sarurday Nighl3 11pm-Sam

5 DANA STREET • TIlE OLD PORT • 761·9567

SIZZLlN' SPECIAL

~"

5 visits only $15
10 visits only $2

Maine's ~ Authentic
Oyster Bar

Ouotel'

fun in t.he sun
Win burn yoUr buns
you tan
before h;yif!9
-the 5c'fnd

VI)\eSS

Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Fun Menu served from llAM to Midnight
Best Steamers In Town
~...mI"'1

.'

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of ,,$
S<Portlarui Pier
772-4828

• Continued on pilge U

8:30 - 7:00 M·F
8:30 - 5:00 SAT

March 28, 1991
CAsco Bay ~kly
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Ust your healthrelated business
or service in the
Wellnesss Directory.
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1tv<e~y,!

579 CONGRESS ST.
772-8929

•
. . .0000.000. 0

For only $20, you can put your
business or service in front of 46,000
readers. Mail the form below, or call
Sharon Junken at Casco Bay Weekly,

0

775-6601.
Mastercard & VISA accepted.
Appearing in March:

Remember, the deadline for this special
ad section is'Wed, AprlllO, 5:00 p.m.

PAPA LOVES MAMBO
DUO featuring Chorlle Brown ono

Andrea AntOQ1onl, of Portloners hottest
benet presenting fhelr

Ir---------------------~
~ Complete and mail with your text to:
I
I
I
I
Wellness Directory I
Casco Bay Weekly
I
I

unique blend of
classic and original Jazz.

latin and Soul

Beginning 3/6
Wed 8--11 pm
Thurs 8pm- mldnlght
FrI 5-7pm. 9pm-midnight
Sat 8pm-midnight

Ilftj!,j:£l'J

TOP
OF THE EAST

Sonesta Hotel Portland
157 High Street. Portland
775-5411 ,

Community
Cable Network
weak of 3/29/91

In the Gallery:
The Rothchild's Russian
Art Collection (1 hr)
Ireland Today:
Children of Belfast
(1/2 hr)
Sebago Magazine:
Child Abuse (1/2 hr)
Everyone's Channel:
An inside look at Public
Access (1 hr)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,

and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. gam-noon.

: 1"'l:I~ ~ ~'I

551ACongressSt.
I _. - - - - _ . Portland, ME 04101

I Find Your Spot:
:
I
I
I
I
:
I
I

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

Iff'

chiropractic therapy
counseling
creative arts therapy
dental
fitness
healing & bodywork
health services
nutrition

: 0 psychic/spiritual
I 0 stress relief
I 0 wholistic learning
I 0 workshops
I 0 yoga
I
I
IN~e
I Address

I City

11:

·

Actual
Sae
e

Deadline:
WEDNESDAY
APRIL 10

I

Zip

I
.
I
I Daytime Phone
I
I Payment: 0 Check
0 MC
0 VISA I
IL _
Card
_ _No.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -Exp
_:- - - - _II

Walking
Re . . invented

,FM

G

.,-'

Bored With
Phone SexY
For Some Real
ExcRement, Dial

874·3000

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

Cable Channel 37 in PorUand So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouih, & Scarborough. Channel varies in Gorham.

I
J

:
I
I
I
I
:
I
I

li

j

! Bi.-kendO.:k·

Birkenstock
sandals
re-introduce
you to the joys
of walking,
Because
they're light
and flexible,
shaping to
your feet like
cool, soft
sand,
You've walked
without them
long enough.

wa JJral)out
your Birkenstock store

337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine • 207-773-6601
MSim I the best lace to bu Birlcinstock footwear"

Dean V.I.ntgas Gall.ry, 60 Hampshire
St, Portl~nd. Dozier BeH, FrederickLynch,
Dean Nunmer, Larry Hayden, Katherine
Bradford, Charles Hewitt, Betsy Meyer,
Du~,"e Paluska, Greg Parker, AI
Steinhardt, RobertWinchell and Katarina
Weslien. Through AprilS. Gallery hours:
Thurs, 12-8 pm; Fri & Sat, 12-5 pm; Sun,
12-4 pm; and by appointment. n2-2042.
The Good Egg Cafe, 705 Congress St,
Porttand. Terry Deroche, blackandwhite
photographs depicting scenes from his
trip to Europe, through April 15. n51514.
Gr_nhut Oall.rlea, 146 Middle St,
Portland. Gallery artists Richard
Saltonstall, Nancy Brown, Sarah Knock,
Duncan Slade, Matt James, Thomas
Conno.yand many others, through April.
Gallery hours: Mon-5at, 10:30 am-5:30
pm. n2-2693.
The L_1s Gall.ry, PorUand Public LI·
brary, Five Monument Square, PorUand.
The Hayloft Ar1 Society of Portland will
present works by current members and
memorabilia Irom its past. The Society
has been active in Portland for more
than 65 years, and members today Include Al Waterman, Frieda Lundberg,
Ann W. Clark, Dana Traltner, Doris
Schoonmaker and Wendy Holt. They
and other members will present landscapes. seascapes, stilllilesand portraits
in a variety of stytes and media. The
library's hoursareMon, Wed & Frl, 9 am6 pm; Tues & Thurs, I100I1-9 pm; Sat, 9
am-5 pm. 871-1710.
Nancy Margoll. Gall.ry, 367 For. St,
Portland. Wedding band exhibition
through April 30. Work of Ron Pearson,
Ross Coppelman & Marne Ryan. MonFri, 10 am-5 pm; Sat 10 am-6 pm. n53622.
Joan Whltn.y Payson Gall.ry of Art,
Westbrook College, 716 Stevens Ave,
Portland. "Nancy Fried: Artand Healing.'
Small figurative terra cotta sculptures
about vulnerability and loss. Fried's own
cancer was the impetus for these figural
works about pain, disfigurement and
truth. Also: the gaUery'ssuperbcolleclion,
aka "the little jewel box; features works
by Wyeth, Rousseau, KIee, Whistler and
Prendergast. This exhibition also inetudes many special loans to the gallery,
among them works by Picasso, Ingres
andStuart. Both exhibits on view through
April 21. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10 am-4 pm
(Thu till 9 pm); Sat-Sun, 1-5 pm. 7979546.
The Pin. T.... Shop and Bayvl_
Gallery, 75 Market St. Portland. Landscapes in two mediums: oM paintings by
Brian Kliewer and black and white ph0tographs by Neal Parent. Showing April
1-30. Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 ~ pm. n33007.
Portland Mus.um of Art, Seven Congress Square. Portland. Hours:Tue-Sat,
10 am-5 pm; Sun 12-5 pm; open Thu till
9 pm. Admission: adults $3.50, senior
citizens and students with ID $2.50,
children under 18S1 ,group rate $3. Free
adnission Thu from 5-9 pm. n3-2787.
oOf Time and Place: Walker Evans
and William Christenberry, an exhibition featuring over 50 of ttleirworks. By
juxtaposing photographs these two artists made in Hale County filler a so-year
period, the exhibition explores the vision
and common ground the two found in
their studies of sharecroppers' lives in
theheartol Alabama's rich cotlon region.
The exhibit documents an economic and
sociat structure that endured in the South
for generationS. Through AprM 28.
"VIncent Canada Pastel stililifes, landscapes, and an oil porTait by this artist
discovered in the 19308 by Joseph Stefla.
Canada's paintings are marked by
compact, massive compositions painted
in a warm, muted palette. He pref9fTedto
WOfkln pastel, and this exhibition inclUdes
a group of sensuously rendered still-life
compositions in that medium. Through
May 12.
"'The Art of Cons.rvatlon An exhibition
of paintings and sculpture from the
museum's permanent collection - including a pair of paintings by Charles
Codman, several bronzes by Franklin
Simmons, a painting by Mary Cassatt,
andprintsbyWhisUerandChideHassam
- that have undergone conservation
treatment. Before-and-after pholographs
and detailed explanations of the conservalionWOfkinvolvedaccompanyeach
piece. Through June 9.

-Works by AmerIcan and European
M..t ...., an exhibition that explores the
unusuaHy strong dialogue between art·
ists in the United States and Europe
during the early twentieth century. Works
by Georges Braque, Femand Leger,
Marc Chagall, Jean Arp, Pablo Picasso,
Marsden Hartley and Stuart Davis.
Through April 14.
Portland Win. and Ch...., 8 Forest
Ave. Porttand. Long Istand (Maine) artist
Roberta Gomez Ricker exhibits "Serendipity; including a suite of informal portraits and a group of expressive studies.
The impelus lor Roberta's work continues.to be the development of, and journey Into,the creative processes. Through
mid-April. Store hours are 10 am-5 pm,
Mon-Sat. 772-4647.
Raffles Cafe Bookstora, 555 Congress
St, Portland. Andy Verzosa exhibits his
small, mixed media collage paintings
through March 31. 773-1964.
Richard Park. Gall.ry, 288 Fore St
PorUand. Exhibit of antique war posters:
showing through April. n4-1322.
Th. st.ln Gall.ry, 20 Milk St, PorUand.
"Votive Vessel" constructions, usually
on cast glass bases, either a stack of
triangles or beautiful classic columns.
Spectacular interior bowl colors. Look
like stone geodes but with the luminous
quality of glass. Through Apri 15. Gallery Hours: Moo-Sat, 11 arn-6 pm; Sun,
12-5 pm. n2-9072.

F AMILY
PRACTICE
GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.
AAtlll/PellilotM' Media", • Offiu G-pucololJ)
M."iptllatilm • Pm>""t,.tiPe Mediatu

Walk-In and by Appointment
222 St.
St., Suite #322

EarthWorks
now is the season for

SPRING LANDSCAPE PLANNING
11 years experience.

Call now, 829-6322
Fully Insured-Free Estimates· PO Box 31, Yarmouth, ME 04096

fotoshops

OUT OF TOWN
Bowdoin ColI.ge Museum of Art
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. "Nine~
teenth-Century American Landscapes:
Works on Paper.' will survey the
museum's American collections in natural
soenery through the medium of paintings
on paper, drawings. prints and pholOS.
Works include Bierstadt's "Mountain
Pool; Home(s"Picnicking in the Woods'
and Whistler's "Early Morn: AIso:"Nineteenth-CenlJry American Landscapes:
Wor1<s on paper; paintings, drawings
and prints, featuring works by Albert
Bierstadt, John Frederick Kensett, Thomas Moran and James McNeill Whistler.
Both exhibits win be on view through
Aprit 28. The museum is open to the
public free of charge. Museum hours:
Tuesday-Saturday,10am-Spm;Sunday,
2-5 pm. For further information, call 7253275.
Broadway Dell, 142 Maine St. Brunswick.
Pamelia Edgerton will show black and
white photos of Paris and Maine 1990;
Richard Barnett wi. show oit paintings
on various themes. Through mid-April.
For further information, call 729- n81.
Th. Choc:olat. Church Art Gall.ry,
804 Washington St, Bath. "Activist Artists" features the work of lour artists:
Natasha Mayers, Seaver Leslie, Paul
Raynor and Ray Shadis. Showing
through April 2. Gallery hours: 10 am-4
pm, Tues-Fri; noon-4 pm, Sat. 442-8455.
The Cryofth.LoonGallery,Route302,
Casco. Works of David Cedrone and
Evelyn Winter. Cedrone works in acrylic;
his style is cartoon-like, whimsical and
exploratory. Winte(s paintings are innuenced by her love of the spiritual and
mystical qualities of nature - aninals,
plants, ancient archetypes, motifs and
vibrant colors figure prominently in her
work. Showing through March 31. Gallery hours: Tues.-Sun, 9:3O am-5:3O pm.
655-5060.
Elem.nt. Gall.ry, 56 Maine St,
Brunswick. "Glassart,' a group show of
contemporary glass artists from Maine
and New England. Blown, casI, fused,
slumped and stained glass sculpture,
vessets, paperweights and pieces which
3(e lIIuninated ilustrate the variety 01
glass artistry in the Maine area. Showing
through April 13. Gallery hours:Tue-Sat,
10 am-5 pm. 729-1108.
k:on,19 MasonSt, Brunswick. "The Bill of
Rights: A Bicentennial Celebration by
the Union of Maine Visual Artists,"
through April 27 . UMVA members join to
Illustrate or represent the IIrst 10
amendments to the Constitution in a
show that will travel to libraries and colleges across the state. Gallery hours: 15 pm weekdays, Sat & Sun by appl 7258157.

OTHER
Artists Are Invited to participate in
Lewiston's "Downtown Arts Program.'
The program aims to fill empty slore
fronts with work of Maine artists. These
free displays wiK run for six weeks. II you
are interested in participating in the program, contact Robert Berube, Executive
Director, Downtown Development &
Management Corp., 95A Lisbon St,
Lewiston 04240, or call 784-3611 .

• Continued on p"ge 26
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ONE HOUR
DEVELOPING
AVAILABLE!

"Loven and Lunatics: Embrace," 10 x 10, etching by Robert Shetterly.

~~

1'0 X 10 X 50
• 5 Milk St., Portland
March 22-23
power. One of each edition is hand-painted with
Spring came early to Portland. There were
acrylic. They are powerful; with a Chagall-like
crocuses in my garden and an explosion of color
brilliance he portrays the agonies and ecstasies of
on Milk Street. Like a migratory bird, the second
romantic love.
annual 10 x 10 show had come to town. I'll explain
Lindsay Hancock does landscapes in waterthe concept, and then introduce the participants.
color
and pastel with some wash. These are
To begin with, this show is about as much fun as
serene
and peaceful with distant vistas. There are
it gets in the art world. For one thing. it's the social
afternoon
shadows resting on the earth, and
event of the year and for another, no one's all
ploughed
fields waiting for the rites of spring.
wound up or overly serious. But even with this
The clouds above are like cotton puffs, and the
lightness of spirit, there's no lack of quality. It's
world is full of promise.
done cooperatively, and the artists bring along
Kate Mahoney's pastels are vividly colorful,
their favorite dips and wine. The concept is
impressionistic schools of fish. They're swirls of
marvelous, as well as heartening in its
movement and energy, and thus evoke universal
affordability,
energy
patterns replicated throughout natural
Last year I was struck by the fact that rather a
phenomena, from schools of fish to geological
small person was buying a painting. I realized it
strata, cloud and storm patterns, stars, and the
had never occurred to me that kids might like art
explosion that created the universe.
too, but just couldn't afford it. There are 10 artists,
Bill Curtsinger's photographs of a nude
and each one produces 10 works of art. Each piece
woman
swimming underwater evoke, in some
measures 10
cases,
an
ambiguous creature, a sort of Everyby 10 inches,
Species-That-Swims-Under-Water.
In others she
and each one
is human and sexual. She is mysterious, smooth,
costs $10and powerful, swimming concentratecily in her
per square inch. So now that you've got the idea I
underwater world.
shall discuss the artists while attempting, in
Brita Holmquist does beautiful, delicate,
keeping with the spirit of things, to remain within
.
balanced
studies of trees. They are oil
the mathematical confines both of this show and
monoprints,
painted
on
plastic,
and
hand-rubbed,
of my editor. Thus, to each artist, 50 words. Talk
a technique that produces a quality of paint
about a writing aSSignment!
unobtainable with a brush. Set against lovely
Marjorie Moore takes us into a woven, wacky
horizon lines, in serene and earthy colors, the
world of childhood characters all mixed up and
clusters of trees look like small royal courts.
superimposed on each other. Bugs Bunny cavorts
Eric Hopkins paints the shining world he
with the White Rabbit and the Black Stallion, a
knows.
There are egg yolks in the water - in fact,
donkey, and a black and white cow. Moore's
a sunstream with multiple reflections of the sun.
medium is cloth, woven paper and paint. They're
In "Late Sun," sky and sea do a ritualistic dance
fun and imaginative.
together,
saying goodnight to the setting sun.
Meg Brown Payson does pastel land and
And
then
there are the soothing. peaceful colors
seascapes as well as charcoal drawings of trees.
and slowed-down rhythms of "Low Tide, Gray
The dominating characteristics of the pastels are
Day."
energy and movement. Her strong strokes and
Chris Ayres eavesdrops on the gossip of two
colors create a feeling of sweep and planetary
little
gorbies, and spies on a lady eider duck
movement. The clouds swirl, the tides run, and
whose beak is in the air in a gesture of pure comethe trees bend with the wind,
on. His aerial camera captures morning mist in
Nikki Schumann's paper cutouts are totally
trees, with its mysterious, pagan, birth-like
happy, They are bouquets of flowers in vases with
feeling. and a circle of soccer players that strongly
whimsical faces. Some of the vases look surprised,
suggests
ancient Peruvian sacrificial rites.
some contemplative, some enigmatiC. The forgetAnd now I'm past my word limit, so can't
me-nots are exquisite, and the daisies suspended
write a conclusion. These artists succeeded where
above a meditating vase look like dandelions
I failed, and deserve the highest possible
blown by a child with a wish.
applause.
Robert Shetterly's dry point etchings,"Lovers
and Lunatics," describe the landscape of love's
Margot Me Willimns
madness - its passion, pain, abandonment and

"We're the
35mm experts"

THE ULTIMATE

• instant passpons
• repairs

In Quality Color Prints
517 Congrm It. 'ortland • MC, VIlA I AmSllcClplad

Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
- - -WE PAY CASH - - Use our convenient Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95per gram
BUY-SELLeTRADE
4 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St., Portland
772-3932
330 lisbon St., Lewiston
155 Front St., Bath
1

n

Water St.,

Augusta

March 28,1991
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ART

... Unique art and jewelry

OPEN EVERY DAY

Community Programs Presents
~

Jeana Yaeger and the Flight of the Voyager:
Around the World on a Tank of Gas
Luther Bonney Auditorium-$IO.OO pcr pcrson
Wednesday, April 3, 7:30 p .m .

For anyone who wves to fly or dreams about it!

Art Market is a ju ried show and sales
program open to all craft and visual
artists residing in Maine. Applications
are now being accepted for the Art Market and Maine Enterprise sales areas at
the 1991 Maine Festival. The Maine
Festival will lake place August 9-11 at
Thomas Point Beach. Brunswick. Call
the Maine Arts office at 772-9012 for
I1lOre informalion.
Craft Demonstration Old Port Artisans
w~1 offer a free craft demonstration on
Handmade Paper with Padi Bain. Saturday, March 30, at 1 pm. Old Port Artisans
is located at18 Exchange St, Portland.
For more information, call 87H090.
Lesbfan/Gay Artist. currently seeking
ready-to-hang art work of all media for
exhibit at the Maine Gay Lesbian Film
Festival in Pordand, in May. Also seeking any lesbian/gay artists interested in
helping toorganizeand produce aMaine
lesbian gay art exhibit in the future. For
more information, cail Vivian at 8710377.
1991 Annual Jurled Exhlbhlon wm be
juried in April and calls for actual work
entries on April 5 and 6, or slide entries
until April 5. Up to two works may be
entered per artist. There is no entry fee.
Any Maine artist wishing to enter may
request a form by telephoning Rockport's
Maine Coast Artists, the sponsoring
gallery, at 23&-2875.
·Nln.t•• nth-C.ntury Am.rlcan
Landscapes: Worb on Paper" In
conjunction with this exhlbii, two gallery
talks will be given by Janet Marstlne,
visiting professor of art history at
Bowdoin , on April 3 at 1 pm, and April 7,
at 3 pm, in the Bowdoin College Museum
of Art, Brunswick. For Iurther information ,
call 725-3275.
""reent for Art This month the Maine
Arts Cormlission announced open competitions for three projects totaling
$67,000. Are you In the slide registry
yet? Contact Peter Simmons at MAC,
tel. 289-2724.
"VIauaf Studl. . and (Muhl)oCultural
History: What'. Art Got to Do Whh
Th.m?" Maren Stange, author of
"Symbols of ideal Ufe: Social Documentary Photography in America, 18901950," will lecture at 7 pm, March 28, at
the Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress
Square. Free and open to the public. For
more information , call 780-5460.

~

Richard Lederer: Heels over Head in Love with
Language
Luther Bonney Auditorium-$I 0.00 pcr pc""n
Thursday, April II, 7:00 p .m .

An enlightening and lively wok at the English language and
what malus it so special and so crazy.
For more information, contact:
Department of Community Programs
University of Southern Maine,

68 High St., Ponland, ME

874-6500 or 780-4510

o University of Southern Maine
Luna D*oro
would like to
thank our
custolDers for
a year of
patronage.
Italian
Mediterranean
food • wine

Reservations Accepted
New menu every 2 weeks
41 Middle St., Portland

774-2972

SENSE
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash
Power) is a diverse group of volunteers
united in anger and cornm~ted to nonViolent, direct action to end the AIDS
crisis. ACT UP meets every Monday
from 7·9 pm at the People's Building,
155 BrackettSt, Portland. New members
are always welcome. For more information, write to ACT UPlMaine, P.O.
Box 5267, Portiand 041 01 , tei. 774-7224
or 774-5082.
.IoMph Br.nnan Lecture on "Public
Service and the Body Politic: Some Reflections," by the fonnar govemor and
congressman. April 1 ,at 8 pm, in Daggett
Lounge, Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin C0llege, Brunswick. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 725-

3201 .
C _ Bay Isfand Electl_ The CBI
Transit District will conduct its annual
elections on May 7 (Portland City EIec·
tion Day), 10 fill six vacancies on the
board of directors. Candidates rrusl be
residents or property ownersoltheisland
they wish to represent and must obtain
the signatures on a nomination petition
01 at least 20 people registered to vote In
any island precinct. Nomination petitions
and Information packets are available
during normal business hours at fle
CBlTD ticket office in the Casoo Bay
Ferry Terminal, 56 Commercial St. Petitions must be returned to the office,
property filled out and notarized, no later
than 5:30 pm on April 16. Islanders are
urged 10 take this opportunity 10 help
shape the policies of the district, and to
make a contribution to the island community.

Ecologlcaf and Social Justlc. Student
Gathering Using Hydro-Quebec as a
regional example, participants will explore relationships between our nation's
energy policy, the war in the Gulf, and
the disregard for human rights and the
environment. In addition to environmental
concerns, small group workshops win
address broader implications of racism,
capitalism, sexism, ethnocentrism, etc.,
that tie seemingly separate issues to·
gether. This gathering will be held at
College 01 the Atlantic in Bar Harbor,
April 5-7 . Bring as many perspectives as
you can find ; contact any groups at your
school for input. If you would like to do a
workshop, cail 288-9980, 288-9583 or
288-9835.
En.rgy and Transportation Maine Sierra Club will present Beth Nagusky, an
attorney for NRCM, speaking about a
"Campaign for Sensible Transportation,Trainriders Northeast and the environmental impacts of public transportation.
March 28, at 7 pm, in Luther Bonney
Auditorium, on Portland's USM campus.
Open to the public. For more infolTT\8tion, call 865-3648.
Help With Vour Tax" Andover College
students and graduates who have laken
the Voluntary Income Tax Assislance
program offered by the college will ofler
their services 10 taxpayers Fridays from
8:30 am-12:3O pm, through April 15.
This service is performed on a walk-in
basis at Andover College, located at 901
Washinglon Ave, Portland. Taxpayers
wishing to take advantage of this free
service are advised to bring their tax
forms.
How to Create a Marketing Plan for
Vour Buslne•• The Advertising Club 01
Greater Poriland will offer this professional seminar on April 3. It will provide
an in-depth analysis of the techniques
needed to create an effective mark.8ting
plan for your business. The seminar
leader will be Christopher Nichols,
president of NicholSilavoie Advertising.
The seminar wiN be held from &-8 pm, at
the USM Maine Moot Court Room, 246
Deering Ave , PorUand. The cost is $15
for Ad Club members and Maine Small
Business Development Center dients;
$18 for guests, $8 for college students,
and $12 per seminar if you attend three
or more sessions. For more information,
contact Services Four, at 799-2599.
Japan•• e Language Cf..... Four
classes in Japanese will be offered by
the Japan America Society of Maine in
PorUand, beginning the week of April 8.
Classes lor beginning students will be
held Mon , Tues, Wed & Thurs eves. An
intermediate class will meet on Wed
eves. A maximum of eight students will
be accepted for each class. Japan
America Society is a nonprofit organization dedicated to promoting understanding and friendsh ip between the people of
Maine and Japan. The society is located
at 1 BankRd, Portland. A brochure about
schedule and cost is available from the
society by calRng 774-4014 or 883.0040.
• ...ana Veager .nd the flight of the
Voyager: Around the World on a
Tank of G. . " Jeana Yeager will show
a film of her historic 1986 flight in the
Voyager and wiN answer questions from
the audience on the nine-day, nonstop,
non-refueled flight around the world. AprH
3, from 7 :30-9 pm, in USM's Luther
Bonney Auditorium, Portland. Cost: $1 O.
For more information, caiI874-6500.
Languag. Tab'" Students and CO!TVTlUnity members who want to practice
speaking a foreign tongue are invited to
participate in a free series of language
tables at Pordand's USM. The weekly
schedule is as follows : French, 2:303:30 pm Wednesdays; German, 11 :30
am-l pm Mondays; Russian, 1-2 pm
Mondays; Spanish, 12-1 pm Wednesdays. All the tables are held in the Language House, 55 Exeter St, Pordand.
For more infolTT\8tion , contact the USM
Dept of Foreign Languages and Classics at 780-4290.
·Medla'. Role In Shaping Foreign
Policy" The World Affairs Council of
Maine presents this lecture by Foreign
Poliey Magazine editor Charles W .
Maynes on April 1, from 7 :30-9:30 pm, In
the Parish Hall of Sl Luke's Cathedral,
143 State St, Portland. Cost is $5 public;
WAC members, St. Luke parishioners,
and USM faculty and students free. For
more informal ion, call 780-4551 .

Sen_ George Mhchell Lecture on "How
Wil Pressure on fle Federal Budget Be
ResoIved?- Colurmist and author Rob·
ert Kuttnerwil also speak on "How States
Should Deal with the New Federal Re·
ality: The Impact on Maine 01 Federal
DefICit Reduction Measures." March 29,
from 10:3Oam-12:3O pm, in USM'sLuther
Bonney Auditorium, Portland. Free and
open to the public. For further information, call 774-2458.
Nonviolence: Saving the World for
Furth.r Dlalogu. A day exploring the
nonviolent ahematives to the many expressions of violence, from the interper'
sonal 10 the intemational. This conference wi! show that nonviolence is an
active method of addressing and resolving conflicts, and will feature such workshops as "Evolving Toward Sustainable
Lifestyles - in Household, Community
and Beyond: "How We can Save Our
Habitat- and "Physicai and Spiritual
Healthcare as an Action to Promote
Peace." Sponsored by INVERT, the Institute for Nonviolence Education Research and Training. April 6, from 9 am5 pm, at Memorial Union, University of
Maine at Orono. Cost of attending the
conference is$1 0 for those with incomes
less than $10,000; $20 for incomes over
$10,000, and $30 for incomes OV9f
$20,000. Reductions in cost available
with early pre-registration. Ali participants
requesting child care or interpretation
must preregister and prepay. For more
information, cail827-3107.
Poetry Writing Maine Writers & Publishers AlHance wiM sponsor this informal
workshop Apri 6, from 11 am-4 pm, at
the home of poet Wiltiam Carpenter,
author of Rain. The workshop will focus
on the creative process of poetry writing.
Participants are asked to bring two of
their poems for discussion. Cost is $30
for MWPA members, $35 for others.
Preregistration required. Send payment
to MWPA, 19 Mason St, Brunswick
04011. To reserve a space, cal 7296333.
·Reg.n.ratlon Through Nature: The
Victorian Cuh of the Wltd"As part of
"The VICtorians and Naklre- series, the
VICtoria Society of Maine presents this
lecture on March 28 by Harvey Green,
associate professor of public history
programs at Northeastem University.
Lecture starts at 7 pm, in St. Luke 's
Cathedral Parish Hall on Park St, Portland. Cost is $7 for general public, $6 lor
society members. For more information.
call 772-4841.
SCORE (Service Corps of Retired Executives) will offer workshops on -How to
Really Start Your Own BusIness," on
March 28, lrom 1-4 pm. Score is a na·
tional, nonprofit organization providing
business counseling and guidance to
small business owners, profit and non·
profit organizations, and future owners at no cost. It is the counseling arm of the
SBA (Small BusinessAssociation). Score
basically works with two groups: people
who want a business of their own, and
people who are In business but have
problems. Score holds 1-112 holM' appolntmentsdaily, Mon-Fri, and Is located
at 66 Pearl St, Room 210, Portland. For
more information, call 772-1147.
Tu AII.lstance for Elderly and Needy
The IRS has trained volunteers from
MRP and VITA who will provide information and assistance in income-tax
preparation. These services are directed
especially at individuals who might not
otherwise be able 10 afford the help
which they require . These volunteers
wil provide tax help through April 15. For
assistance you must bring current tax
forms and materials, together with a
copy of last year's tax return . For locations and times 01 service, call 1-800829-1040.
Unemployed Professionals Support
Group will have a skill-building and networking seminar conducted by Jay
Hotchkiss of John Jay and Co. from 2-4
pm, April 1, at Trin~y Episcopal Church,
Un coin Hall (Coyle Street entrance), at
the corner of Forest Avenue & Coyle
Street. For reservations, call Shirley
Rosen, Maine Job Service, at879-4141 .
Wr1tlng Children'. Book., a workshop,
wiN cover trends in chUdren's literature,
breaking into the publishing world, and
more. It will be taught by Emily H9fman,
author of Hubknuckles. Participants
should bring a pencil, paper and crayon,
and a selection from their manuscript, H
they have one. Cost is $30 for MWPA
members, $35 for others. Preregistration is required. Send payment to Maine
Writers and Publishers Alliance, 19 Mason St, BrunsWick. To reserve a space,
cail 729-6333.

OFF THE
CLOCK
Advocate for Victim. of Sexual AIInult Six-week training provided by the
Rape Crisis Center. Volunteers needed
for24·hour hotlne and speakers' bureau.
Call 774-3613 for app~cation and interview appointment.
Big Broth.rs/Blg SI.ters of Portland
introduces children and adults who are
open to and seeking friendship . The
adults are not to be counselors, partUme parents, baby sitters or social
workers. They are expected to befriend
a child and to spend time doing activities
that are mu tually satisfying . You must be
at least 18 years of age, out of high
school and an area resident for at least
six months to be a big brother or sister.
Call the Center for Voluntary Action at
874-1015 for more information.
Donations for Refugees The Refugee
Resettlement Program urgenlly needs
donations for newly arrived refugees.
Items needed are mattresses and
boxsprlngs, towels, blankets sheets
cooking pots, silverware, tables and
chairs. For more information cail 8717437.
'
Fost.r Home-Givers Casey Family Ser·
vices is a private, nonprofit agency
placing school-age children in -growing
up" foster homes. The service is looking
lor people who are married or single,
who have had some experience with
kids and parenting, and who can make a
long-term commitment toa troubled child.
It's a tough job, but the service will be
with you, providing financial and emotional support every step 01 the way. 1/
you would ike to leam more, cail Rana at
772-4110.
GIve Blood The Portland Red Cross needs
youl 524 Forest Ave. For more information, call 77fr2367.
The Governor Baxt.r School for the
o.afwouldlikeavolunteertobeinvolved
in fundralsing el/orts for a new playground. In add~ion to a nice work environment, free sign language classes are
available to those volunteers willing to
wort< approximately two hours a week.
Three highly motivated individuals are
sought for flexible hours. For more in·
formation , call the Center for Voluntary
Action at 874-1 015.
Help People Whh AIDS All donations of
items big or smai will be appreciated for
men, women and children who are living
with AIDS in Greater Portland. All gifts
can be received at 377 Cumberland Ave,
Poriland, 04102. For more information,
cail David at People with AIDS Coalition
of Maine, 773-8500.
The Mad Horse Theatre Co. needs a
poster chairperson to coordinate placement of posters for each production and
to attract volunteer help to disseminate
posters. Appropriate skills would be the
love of theatre, a sense of organization
and follow-up and phone capabilities. As
a volunteer you wil receive haif-price
tickets to the shows. Call the Center for
Voluntary Action for more inlormation at
874- 1015.
Marshals Sought for 19th Annual Old
Port Fe.tlval Intown Portland Exchange, the downtown business organization that sponsors the Old Port
Festival, is seeking volunteers to serve
as marshals for the 199 1 festival ,
scheduled for June 9. t.P.E. hopes to
enlist the help of 60-70 volunteers for a
variety of help, including managing the
informalion booths, assisting the enter·
tainers, face painting and general public
assistance. Volunteers should be able to
donate 4-8 hours of their time. Hours are
flexible. Anyone interested in volunteering should contact Jennifer Strunk at
I.P .E. at 772-6828, no later than May 1.
Projec:ta for Community Agencl. . The
Center for Voluntary Action has a list of
community projects available to bus~
nesses, civic groups, churches and high
schools. To receive the booklet, cail the
Center for Voluntary Action at874-1015.
The Retired Senior VoIunt. .r Pr0gram places people 60 and oider in
fulfilling jobs helping others. Among volunteer opportunities, you can train to
monitor rivers for pollution for the DEP,
share your job experiences or hobbies
with high school students, guide school
children through a historic house or do
word processing for a nonprofit agency.
Only two to four hours of your help will
make a difference. F or more information,
cail Priscilla Greene at 775-6503.
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INNERLIGHT

.ALIW:OST FREE
2 for 1 Dinners.

Kripalu Yoga

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday

IS

"from our regular menu
HONEST FOOD AT HONEST PRICES

: The Good Table Restaurant :
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OFFERINGS

NurtuTing the wlwle peTson
thTough the body

•

Spring Session: April 1 ~ June 21
FREE CLASSES: March 25-31
Call Kim Chandler at Innerlight
874_2341

Meditation
In

Motion

A holistic approach to
therapeutic massage by a
prOfessional experienced
in conventional medicine.
Kathie D. McGonagle, LPN, CMT
Therapeuttc Massage

.

207-846-3306 or 781-5540

Fiedler's Favorites
Sponsors:

Martin Perry, piano
Sat, April 6, 8 pm & Sun., April 7,3 pm
PonIand City Hall Auditorium
The PSO salutes Arthur Fiedlet
''the father of Pops," with a '
medley of Beat\es' hits,
Rossini's William Tell Overture,
Grieg's Famous Piano Concerto,
the best of Sondheim and more!

Tickets: $10, $16,
$21,$25,$28
Call 773-8191
]·800-734-2577 (in Maine)

PORTLAND
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
TOSHI YUKI SHIMADA
'vIU<;I( Oll!fnDll (. CON[)t)(TO I!

Acceptin~

Reservations

for
EASTER DINNER
12 to 6PM

Food****
Service ****
Atmosphere ****
- Maine Sunday Telegram

The
osprey

Thurs. to Sun.
5:30 to 9:00
10 minutes from Bath at
Robinhood Marine Center.
J~t off Rout,. 127, South
Robi;;hood, Maine 04530
(207) 371-2530
RMenJations ~ciat,.d.

APPLES to ZUCCHINI

SHAKE the
SUPERMARKET HABIT!
Best fresh
vegetables, fruits and morel

Martin's
Point
HEALTH CARE
CRISPY FRIED CHICKEN
SPICY BBQ SPARERIBS
WEST INDIES SPECIAL
with homemade sauce

SOUTHERN STYLE FRESH
COOKED VEGETABLES

CENTER

BRIGHTON AVENUE
Walk-In Medical Care
• Patients of all ages welcome
• Free blood pressure checks
• On-site X-ray & Laboratory
• Minor work-related illness and injury

Dinner Hours:
Monday - Saturday 5·9pm
We serve small parties.

27

595 BRIGHTON AVENUE

Call for take out 773-8964

871-1588

14~AS~.PORTLAND

Monday-8aturday, 8 AM-8 PM; Sunday, 11 AM-S PM

28

Gzsco Bay Ykekly

------------.
$4
March 28, 1991

Entertainment

Renovation and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows
Since 1976.
We carry supplies and glass
for the stained glass artisan.

• CorttinlU!d from ""ge 27

630 Forest Avenue
Portland, ME

774-4154

TOTAL MAKEOVERS
Hair design & Color
Natural Cosmetics
Fashion

$55
Picture Yourself: Image & Relaxation Center
1 2 Westbrook Common, Westbrook ME 04092
854-1365
~HH" ~~~

LlJNCH SPECIALS

ROCCO'S

11:30 am - 5 pm Daily
Fish I ChIps
Soup a: 112 Sandwich
l2violl wi Meatball
or Sausage

S2 95

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
Fine Italian
Cuisine
Steaks &:
Seafood
50 Wharf St.
Portland,

$395
$495

BrolledHaddock
ChIcken Parmlglana
Fried Maine Shrimp
FrledScallops
Lobster Rolf
Ftiherman's Platter
(H~dIock,

Shrimp 11< Clams)

774-6000
• Haddock Newburg
Ei¥Jti~~1· Sirloin Steak
R'
• Chicken Parmigiana

NEW HAPPY HOUR:
Mon.-Fri., 4-7

All Drinks 1/2 Price
"FREE LOUNGE BUFFET"

Above srved with potato or
past2. and vegetabfe.

any2

for

$ 95

RED LIGHT
I:

March 29 A30 Wu-Xan, Saco
Atri 5A6 MOGle Alley, P!ltland
12 The Grog, NewbUf}JXX~ MA
13 Snowsquall (aft, prionle)

•

19120 H!lsefeaihess, P!ltland

26427 wu-Xan, Saco
27 Aft. Weddilg, Sooe;12
28 Musc. Dyst Cruiie, ScOO2 Prilre

We will be back at Raoul's in May!
Spring and Summer dales are going fast - book your
wedding and !'unctions now.

CALL 883-2802

HELP

A.R.T .5. Anonymous is a group of local
artists recovering through the 12 Steps,
who have come together to form a support group that meets every Mon at 7 pm
at St. Luke's Cathedral, State St, Portland.
Connection. Womenspace Coun.elIng C.nt.r announces Ihe beginning of
its facilitated, peer-support group for adult
women survivors of childhood sexual
abuselincest. The group atmosphere is
structured around rootual confidentia~
ity, safety, and the promotion of sharedcaring while focusing on group discussion about common survivor concems.
Regularty scheduled meetings on Tuesdays, from 7-8:30 pm. Suggested sliding
scale fee is $7-$10 per meeting. For
more information, call Vivian Wadas,
M.A., at 871-o3n.
Dlvoreed P.,.p.ctlv.. is a weekly
meeting held Wednesdays at 7 pm, at
Wood fords Congregational Church, 202
Woodford St, PorUand. For further information, call n4-HELP.
Expmalv. Th.... py AecovlIf')' Group
A psychotherapy group with assistance
of art, movement and drama to increase
self-esteem and spontane~y and to develop positiYeheaJthy relationships. Lisa
M. Sgamboti, M.A., Expressive Therapist, and Molly Hoadley, M.A., Drama
Therapist. Group starting in April, In S.
Portland. CaR 87~1959 for more Information.
Grieving Support Group for bereaved
persons healing from the death of a
loved one. Meets in Portland Tuesday
eves from 7-8:30 pm. Donation. Call
Kristine Watson, M.A., at n5-0366.
Ingrah8m Voluntee,. Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. Cal n4-HELP.
Injured Work.,. M....ng for workers
having diffICUlty with workers' compo
system, 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall
Hall next 10 Sanford Unitarian Church,
comer of Lebanon and Maine streets,
Sanford.
O.C,D. Support Group meets weekly on
Fridays at 6:30 pm, Williston West
Church, 32 Thomas St, Portland. Free.
Outright, the Portland Alliance of Gay
and Lesbian, Bisexual and Questioning
Youth, offers support and information for
young people 22 and under, in a safe
environment, every Friday from 7:309:30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel,
comer of Preble and Cumberland avenues. For information, write or call:
Outright, P.O. Box 5028, Station A, Portland04101,tei. 774-HELP.
A Parent Effectlv.,.... T,.lnlng Cia..
for people interested in improving their
corrmmication and probIemsolving skiHs
w~h children wiN be starting April 2 at 7
pm at the counseling offices at 1040
Broadway, S. Portland. Interested parents should call 767-7136 for registration.
The Path of Recov.ry Portland Sufi Order offers a series of small meetings
involving meditation based on the Sufi
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
into our lives. Meetings are modeled
aher 12-step groups and welcome anyone with a desire to recover from addictions or codependency. Meetings are
Tuesdays, 7:30-8:45 pm at Woodfords
Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords
St, Portland. Open to the public. Donations are welcome. For more information, call Jan at 878-2263, Eli at n41203.
Senior OutrellCh s.rvtc.. In response
to the needs of older people, Southern
Maine Area Agency on Aging is providing Senior Outreach Services to the following locations: Agency's offICeS at 237
Oxford St, Portland, every Friday from
10 am-I pm; Pride's Corner Congregational Church, 235 Pride St, Westbrook,
first Thursday of each month, for residents of Westbrook and Gorham, from
10 am-I ; Ross Center, 36 WashlnglOn
St, Biddeford, second Tuesday of each
month, for residents of Biddeford, Saco
& 006, from 10 am-l pm. An Elder
Advocate will be available to assist residents with their aging-related issues and
concerns, such as Medicare, insurance,
housing, social S9QJrity, etc. This service
is provided free of charge. 775-6503 or
1-800-427-7411 .

Spec:lallntereatAAMeellngforPeopI.
Living With AIDS meets weekly on
Tuesdays at8 pm at the PWA Coalition,
377 Cumbertand Ave, Portland. Meeting
designed 10 provide a safe space in
which to discuss HIV issues, while living
positively sober. This meeting is open
onty 10 those who have tested HIV/Positive or have been diag nosed with AI DS.
For more information, call 871-9211 .
WINGS, a non-prof~ organization dedicated to providing support for low-income single parents announces The
Kids' Place, providing day care for children from infancy to eight years in South
Portland. Reasonable rates and nurturing environment. For more information,
call 767-2010 . Also, weekly support
group helps set goals that lead to selfsufficiency and to facilitate discussion 01
problems single parents encounter.
Tuesdays, 7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St. S.
Por~and and Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11
Day St, Westbrook. Also: WINGS now
sponsors an Aces chapter in Maine, for
single parents who are seeking to get the
state to collect child support payments.

WELL
NESS

Fre. r .. Chi Demon.tratlon Eighteenyear veteran Greg Larsen will give a
demonstration of this ancient Chinese
martial art on April 11, at 6 pm, at the
Casco Bay Movers Dance Co. (341
Cumberland Ave, Poraand). Movement
and philosophy will be presented along
w~h a few beginning exercises. An eightweek spring course will begin the following week, for $8 a class. For more
information, call 549-3183.
Gym Actlvltl.. Program USM Lifeline is
offering memberships to the general
public. Weight training, squash, racquetball, basketball and use of sauna
and locker rooms. For more information.
call USM Lifeline at 780-4170.
Nourishing Ourselves offers series of
six bi-weekJy sessions addressing body
image. weight and nutrition. Led by Ma~i
Greenhu~ art therapist, and by Elizabeth
Patten, a licensed dietitian, at Freeport
Medical Center, 149 Main St, Freeport.
For dates and times, call 833-6391 or
865-1988.
Squl.hy Mudples and Other Dellgh~
USM Lifeline is offering a day-long workshopof cooperative play and new games,
a unique new way to deal with stress.
Learn to play.again. Re-Iearn trust. Build
self-esteem. Get frt. The workshop will
be held on April 6, from 8:47 am-4:06
pm, in the USM Portland gym, 96
Falmouth St. Ahealthy lunch and snacks
wil be provided. For more information,
call 780-4170.
Stretch & Relax Ongoing Yoga Classes
Eight-week spring session runs through
May 10, with dasses held on Wednesdays from 9-10:30 am, at119 Main St,
Kennebunk; andon Mondays from 4:306prn. at Liberty Center Gym, Main Street,
Biddeford. A single dass costs $10. For
information, call Jeanene Schmid Lahari
at 499-7515.
Stretching the Spirit, a yoga class of
gentle breathing and stretching ending
in deep relaxation. All are welcome to
this creative approach to body, mind and
spiritual weN-being. Wednesdays from
5:30-6:30 pm, Saturdays from 9-10 am
at the Swedenborglan Church, 302
Stevens Ave, Portland. $3 donation. For
more information, call 772-82n.
r .. Chi Chu.t is an ancient Taoist Chinese martial arts system based on mental and physical balance, unity and harmony. rai Chi is a gentle discipline in
which one learns that by blending with
adversary's force, one gains control of it.
This can be applied 10 channeling the
greater forces that exist around us. By
leaming this art, one achieves a state of
meditation in movement. Excellent for
spiritual growth, radiant physical health,
and unequaled in reducing the effects of
stress and tension in one's ~fe. An effective method of developing ftuidity,
awareness, focus and peace within oneself. Beginner's through advanced
classes, including Pustl-Hands. Visitors
welcome. For information and sign up,
call Gene Golden at n2-9039.

Buddhlat-Orlented Medlt.tlon Group
now meeting every Sunday, from 10-11
am, al1 040 Broadway, S. Portland. Smal
donation. For more information,cal n42174.
Chines. GoJu isa fonn of the martial arts
seeking peace, love, harmony, truth and
knowledge through a blending of body,
mind and spirit. This style combines the
beauty and grace of Chinese forms with
the power and hardiness of other Asian
forms in a spiritual practice. Classes for
all ages and levels taught In a beautiful
dojo in Topsham. To become a peaceful
warrior, call Riverview Martial Arts &
Security Academy at 729-7399.
Compulslv. Eating Group Diets don't
work for many women because food is a
powerful substance often used to satisly
important emotional needs and make
women feel good. The focus of these
small, weekly therapygroupsis Ioexamine the emotionaVpsychological components to weight loss. The groups will be
facimated by Maryanne Vitali us, M.S.
Ed., M.S.W., who specializes inwornen's
issues, eating disorders, autonomy and
relationships. Groups are now fonning
and will be heldat78Main St, Yarmouth.
$251session. For more Information, call
846-6624.
Coping With Chronic: Pain An eightweekself-management1raining program
which will provide a small group selling
in which participants can learn and
practice pain management coping Bicycling Week.nd USM Lifeline is ofstrategies. The Iwo-hourweekly sessions
fering a bicycling weekend on Martha's
will be held on Saturday momings from
Vineyard from Friday eve, May 17, to
1Oam-12 pm, starling March 3O,atMaine
Sunday, May 19. Ferry tickets to the
Orthotic Lab and Physical Therapy, 300
island, overnight accornodations at the
Park Ave, Portland. Physician approval
Tisbury Inn, two continental breakfasts,
is required. For more information, call
orientation meeting , Friday eve get-toMyma Cook, R.N. at 799-8294.
gether, maps 01 the island and guided
Fre. Dining Out Guide by the Am.rItours are induded in the fee of $190.
Registrationdeadline is April 2. Call USM
can H.art Aaaoclatlon for people with
special dietary concerns: designed as a
Lifeline at780-4170for more information.
guide to heart-healthy eating when din- Th. East.rlPaa.over "Spring I. Her."
ing away from home, the booklet offers
KIt. Fly wi. take place at Fort Williams
information on 41 Greater Porfland resin Cape Elizabeth on Sunday, March 31 ,
taurants and covers such inlormation as
from 11 am-4 pm (weather pennitting).
availability of dishes prepared without
Kite or no kite, bring a plallc to this start
salt, as well as whether or not vegetables
of the long-awaited season. Beware of
can be prepared without butter. For a
flying rabbits, pigs & elephants. Admiscopy, call 1-800-244-4202 or write :
sion is free. Contact Ye Old Port Kite
American Heart Association, Maine AfShoppe for more information at 871 filiate, 20 Winter St, P.O. Box 346, Iw0035.
gusta 04332-0346.
L.L. a.an'. DI.cov.ry Program offers
Fre. Iy.ngar Yoga Cia.... Portland
the following : -Maine's Ry fishing-Only
Yoga Studio offers free dasses to introWaters,· in which Waterv~1e fly fisherman
duce newcomers to Iyengar Yoga either
Tom Browne takes you on a scenic slide
on April 2, from 5:30-7 pm, or on April 3,
tour of the state's many fly fishing-only
from 10:30 am-noon. Five separate
waters. He's fished thern all. April 4, from
spring sessions will then begin on April 9
7:30-9 pm. Free .• Paddling the Kazan: A
(twoclasses), 10, 11 and 12. Cost 01 12
Canadian Wilderness Adventure,' with
weeks is $9S. Portland Yoga is also
adventurer/canoeist Bin Zeller, who incontinuing to offer Hatha Yoga for People
viles you to lake a sHde journey along the
With AIDS at the Woodfords Congregahistoric and wild Kazan River in the
tional Church every Wednesday, from
NorthW9StTerr~ories . April 12, from 7:3012:35-2 pm. The cost for those who can
9 pm. Free. Both talks will be held at the
afford it is $1 per class . Call 797-5664
L.L. Bean Casco Conference Center,
before coming, since location of these
Route 1, Freeport. For further details,
classes may be changed this spring.
call 665-4761, ext 7800.

OUT
SIDE

M.ln. Outdoor Adv.ntur. Club
(MOAC) offers the following events: April
6, day hike 10 Camden Hills, meet at the
Back CoveShop 'n Save, call 846-1505;
April 14, spring Skiing at Pleasant Mtn,
meet at the Back Cove Shop 'n Save, call
n2-B821 ; Thursday night walks around
Back Cove, meet at Payson Park at 6
pm, call 829-4124; spontaneous day
hikes during the week, call Hal at 8835984. Anyone interested in ice dimbing
should call Carey at m-9831 . Monthly
MOAC meeting, with aslida show on sea
kayaking In Baja, April 3, at 7 pm, at the
North Deering Congregational Church,
1364 Washington Ave, Portland.
Main. Women Outdoors Forinfo on trips,
or if YOU'd like to be a trip leader or have
a camp to lend for a winter weekend trip,
call Leann at 547-3919.
Nature C.nter. W.II. National Estuarln. R....rch Reaerv. welcomes
visitors to its exhibits, open Tue-Fri from
10 am-3 pm; parking lot and trails open
Mon-Fri, 8 am-4 pm, through April 30.
Free. Tours may be arranged. Laudholm
Road, Wells. 646-1555. 646-4521.
Nature Volunt. .,. The 1991 SERVE!
Maine Voluntary Directory lists volun-
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save

on the
wearin' of the
green!

.

50% off

retail prices on all
green clothing in our
store during March! In
addition, we always
have in-store specials!
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teeropportun~iesthroughoutMainewith

state and federal natural resource and
environmental agencies. Opportunities
indude endangered species at state
parks, back country rangers on public
lands, DEP riverquaJity monitors, intems
at Land Use Regulation Commission
field offICeS and conservation educators
for the Soil Conservation Service. The
projects require volunteers with skills
and abilities ranging from enthusiasm
and interest In nature to highly trained
professionals. For more information or
to obtain a copy of the cirec1ory, call or
write to Libbey Seigars, SERVEhAaine,
Maine Dep'tof Conservation, Station 22,
Augusta 04333, lei. (207) 289-4945.
Nor'• •t.r FlI.,. Club Dedicated 10 the
intrinsic enjoyment of ftying kites. Single,
dual or quad line are all welcome, from
beginner to expert. Possession of kite
not necessary for membership, which Is
free . Monthly meetings fwst Tuesday of
the month (that's April 2, this month).
Monthly fly-ins first Sunday of every
month (that's April 7) at the Eastern
Prom. Call the kite hotline at 871-0035
for more information.
Outdoor Hotline Call774-1116 for a listIng of blcycHng, hiking, cross country
skiing, canoeing and other outdoor activities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay 8icycle Club.
Whlt.wat.r Paddl.,.' Me.tlng The
Appalachian Mountain Club will sponsor
this new meellng for people new to the
sport or experienced paddlers new to the
area. The dub will show videos, discuss
equipment and provide trip information.
March 28, at7 pm, in S. Portland Library.
Free. For information, call Don at n33642 or Ken at 764-2754. ,AMC will also
offer a workshop designed for avid crosscountry skiiers. Two days will be spent in
the Gulf of Slides fine-tuning ski techniques for steep terrain, and participants
wil have the option of camping orretuming to Pinkham Notch Camp in the eve.
This is not a beginner's course. Instructor Dick Hall is the direc10r of the North
American Telemark Organization.
Workshop begins AprilS, at 7:30 am, at
p. kham Notch Camp, Gorham, NH. For
reservations and workshop information,
write 10 the Workshop Secretary, Appalachian Mountain Club, P.O. Box 298,
Gorham, NH 03581, tet. 466-2727.
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sw:n

fiker,
new gasket, S Ots trene
fluid & clean pan.

•

erN{

More
professionals
see it our way.
FILM PROCESSING

CUSTOM PRINTS

• Color Slides
(3 Hr. E6 Processing)
• Color Negatives
• Black &White Negatives
• Slide Dupes!fransparancies

•
•
•
•
•

Cibachrome from Slides
Ektacolor from Negatives
Black & White
Murals &Bulk Printing
Mounting & Laminating

PHOTOGRAPHIC COpy SERVICES
FREE PARKING • CALL FOR FREE PRICE LIST

portland
photographics
774-6210 fax 761-4227 85 York 51., PO Box 7527 DTS, Portland, ME 04101

.
0,1,-"0

'SPONSORED BY:
,,~
CASCO-BAY WEEKLY. GOOD DAY MARkEt
PIZZA JOINT • SHAW'S ~UPERMARK.fTS
PRESENTED BY:
UNIVERSITY .OF SOUTHERN MAINE UFELINE

~

(J\J

OREST AVENUE FITNESS
six month membership

$89

·AEROBICS
• FREEWEIGHTS
• STEPPERS
• FREE PERSONALIZED PROGRAMS

Thursday & Friday
March28& 29

• UFECYCLES
• SELECTORIZED
MACHINES·
• FREE PARKING
·5 FREE TANS

803 FOREST AVE. PORTLAND. 773-4582
speclal-10 tanning sessions for $20

OPEN
7
DAYS
A
WEEK
The Best Fitness Deal in Town!

r-------.----.---------------.---------.---.---------.----.-,

FOR

KIDS

Danc. Acce•• Work.hop., an eightweek session for children ages5-12, will
immediately engage students In creating
dances, using skills and interests they
already have. Cost is $56. Ram Island is
also offering Parent-Child Movement
Classes, an eight-week workshop for 2to 4-year-olds 10 explore creative movement with a parent. Both sessions begin
April 8 and run through June 7. Classes
are held In the company's studios at 25A
Forest Ave, Portland. For further Information abou teither dass, call 773-2562.
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NEW
DRESSES
FOR

SPRING!

Additional 25% off
any sale item
with this coupon.
HOURS: MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 10 TO 6

• Continued on ""go 30
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